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TU LS A-The invincibility of the i ron clad 
International Business Mai;hines Corporation 
(IBM) was pierced Monday when Federal 
Judge A. Sherman Christensen of Salt Lake 
City found the conglomerate in violation of 
the Sherman Antitrust Act. IBM was ordered 
to pay Telex Corporation, a manufacturer of 
computer parts, triple damages of $3 5 2,5 
million, for illegal acts done with the intent 
of establishing a monopoly. 
WASHINGTON-The United States had its second 
trade surplus in 22 months in July when exports 
of $5 .8 billion gave the U.S. a surplus of $ J 06.1 
million. Meanwhile, the 2nd quarter U.S. 
balance of payments was off by only $800 
million,. the smallest such loss in 2½ years. 
WASHINGTON--Donald Segretti, one of the 
Watergate "tncksters", appeared before United 
States Magistrate Lawrence S. Margolis Monday 
and agreed to plead guilty in his trial set for 
October I. 
DENVER-Mrs. Edna Stanek, a 34 -year-old 
woman who had been using fertility hormones, 
gave birth to sextuplet~. Physicians were 
"Somewhat opllmistk" that all six would live, 
but the smalle~t of the babies died Tuesday of 
a lung disease. 
W ASHINGTON--As Vice-President Agnew finished 
preparing the deten~c for his October Maryland 
kickback trial. ~,>111c top oflic1als in the White 
l lou~c were calling 111 private tor hi~ resignation. 
rl1c ,aides have 1c111ained thus tar unnamed. but 
several arc reportedly 111si~t111g on Agnew·~ 
resign111g, .ind one even expect~ 1t to occur 
before the end ot the week. 
WASHINGTON--llcnry Kiss111ger's appomtment 
as Secretary of State seems to be tinally movmg 
towards a rapid approval The Senate Foreign 
l~clatwns Co1111111ttee voted 16 to I in favor of 
confirmation Tucsd,1y, with Senator (;eorge 
McGovcrn the lone dissident. 
STOCKHOLM. Swcdcn-Th1s small neutralist 
cot!ntry of eight million pcoplc Jumped into 
the hcadlines twicc this week. First. their 
beloved and internationally acclaimed King. 
Gu~tav Adolf YI. died al the agc of 79. Ile 
was suceccdcd hy Crown l'rincc Carl Gustav 
who hecomes King Carl XXIII. Then two days 
latcr parliamentary elect1ons produccd the 
nearly impossible mathematical fcat of an 
absolute dcadlock hctwccn thc two major 
political fac.:tions. TJ1c Social Dcmocrats. who 
have hecn in powcr for 41 years. wcrc just 
able to eke out the tic with their non-Socialist 
opponents with the aid of their Communist 
allies who nettcd .! scats. Both sides won I 7 5 
assembly seats in the JSO member Parliament. 
SANTIAGO,Chrlc ·Arrcsts. resistance. and 
executions have followed thc bloody overthrow 
of former-Presi,knt Salvador Allene.k's rcg1111i:. 
_Thus far. the four man military junta which 
deposed th.: marxist Allende have reportedly 
cxi:cuted at least eleven poi:plc. and arrcsts 
arc in the thous:mds. as civilians took to 
armed resistance. 
~.N .. New Yo;k--ln an important move towards 
East-West detcntc. both East and Wi:st 
Germany wcri: admitted to thc United Natio11~ 
Tuesday as the Gi:neral Assembly opened for 
the 28th time. Also admitti:d were tl1e 
Bahamas. 
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TriVi:a Contest and Co,l1certs 
on S.A~B. Tap'f0r.7J3~74 
By Andy Friedman 
Who was Crusader Rabbits' 
sidekick and what was his pet 
passion? Who supplied the voice 
of Fibber McGee in th't: ·old radio 
series, "Fibber McGee and 
Molly?" These, and hundreds of I 
other insignificant questions. are 
the bas~ for the 2nd Annual 
World Championship.of Trivia. 
This year it is hopeful SO teams 
will b.e battling it out, instead of 
the· 30 in last years' 
championship. The contest is 
sponsored by the Student 
Activities Board as part of their 
Kaleidoscope of entertainment 
for 1973-74. 
The most immediate spectacle 
will be the travelling Hanneford 
Circus in the Ben Light 
Gymnasium this Saturday (see 
article, page ). 
FIVE CONCERTS 
For movie-goers, the SAB will 
be showing almost 20 films of 
top-quality entertainment, at 
reduced prices. The film 
bonanza will be offering "Straw 
Dogs", "Slaughterhouse Five", 
"Dirty Harry", and "The 
Candidate", to mention a few 
major movies of recent years. 
For students that prefer Jive 
theater can enjoy a one-night 
stand of the controversial play, 
"Lenny", which deals with the 
life and a philosophy of Lenny 
Bruce. IL may be held over for 
two nights, but only one 'is 
definite as of now. 
For the year, five concerts are 
_planned. The first, a 
mini-concert scheduled for Sept. 
27th, will feature the rock 
groups "If" and "Truth': Tickets 
go on sale this Monday, Sept. 
24th. 
CORRECTION 
MAJOR SPEAKERS 
There are four major speakers 
planned for the fall semester 
alone. Federal District Court 
Judge John Sirica blocked 
Magruder from making public 
appearances on Watergate, so the 
SA B is hoping to come up with a 
suitable substitute--perhaps a 
well-informed senator• Richard 
Harris, who was supposed to 
appear here in December was 
cancelled but a re-scheduling is 
being planned. 
On October 13th they're 1 
bringing to IC L_ivingston Taylor 
and David Frye. The first 1,000 
IC students to buy tickets 
receive a reduced price of""$2.50. 
December 1st, the bands 
"Focus" and Spencer Davis's 
band will be playing here. 
OTHERWISE 
In the Ithacan's article last 
week on Hillel, it was incorrectly 
stated that the Kosher meal plan 
will cost students $40 extra. 
Th_at is only one of many figures 
bemg discussed, and is by· no 
means definitive. Also, the 
manager in the Union is Dave 
Dal mat, not Dalmay as reported. 
To bring more concerts to 
Ithaca; the Student Activities 
Board has created the IC Bureau 
of Concerts. This consists of five 
students: one to contact the 
agents, one in charge of 
promotion, one in charge of 
production, one on · campus 
eommunication and one on the 
business end. 
There's always the coffee 
houses, Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday nights on the second 
floor of the Union. These are 
stutlent run, student entertainers 
and ar!! usually quite talented. 
The SAB tries to keep 
everyone happy with something 
to do or someplace to go to 
almost all the time. During the 
enitre first semester, there are 
only 3 days left open during 
which nothing is scheduled, but 
they welcome suggestions. Those 
students who want to work with 
the SAB .... but may have missed 
~he meeting, contact Lloyd 
Ecker, x751, or stop in at the 
SAB offices, second floor of the 
Union. 
The Ithacan is looking for a 
Few Good Men. 
Al!_d Women. 
Political writers. For in-depth 
analysis of world and interna-
tional news. 
Sports writers. To cover I.C. 
intercollegieate events. 
News writers. Reportage of 
local and campus stories espe-
cially needed. The best way to 
learn journalism. 
The lt~can, in the basement 
of dorm 6. Call Ce_ntrex l207. 
. •....•.•....•.•..•••...• 
Health Service Changes Image 
By Barbara Sheldon 
methods of .1.ounseling, dnd Dave 
L_ast :year four student Knowltononroleplaying. 
adv1sors(Cindy Miller. Sally . As a part of the image change 
K_ent. Bunny Harris. and Carol 1s consideration by the present 
Silver. orgapized a program of staff of a n'ew title for the 
specially trained students to help organization. They would Jik'e to 
counsel their peers, especially encou_rage all students who like 
women. on birth control and to discuss anything to drop by 
associated questions. This fall to speak to them. At the present 
the organization now known as moment: they are temporarily 
Thc _Wo~e~'s Health Counseling located m the Health Center, but 
Service 1s m the process pf an hopefully by next -,week they 
imag~ change. Last night, the shall be relocated in the 
~erv1ce held a. meeting of basement of the West Tower. If 
interested students who will these students do not have the 
start an intensive :!-week training needed answers, they will 
program to becomes ta ff contact· the right peo-ple, or refer 
members ... The organization is the student t.o the right people 
now staffed by eight Ithaca to get their answer. These 
~olleg.: volunteers. who would· volunteers are very interested in 
like to train at least twelve new the Ithaca College student and 
stu~~nts. and possibly mo·re. The- would like to _help them in any 
tr~111111g _will include_ lecture·s by way possible. Once they are 
D~. David H_ammond. Director locate.ct permanently, they will 
0 1_ the Heahh Center: Mrs. set· up their libras:.y of books·-
~s.th~r. Blackman. the· nurse. co_nc~rned with sex. pregnancy, 
d1~11c1an: and members of childb1_rth. and· abortion. · All 
va_nous · or~anizations sLLch as students. malr, female, and 
Right to Life. Gay Liberation: couples. are encouraged to ~ake 
and Dr. Martin Ran"d ._o.n adva~tageofth_eirservices. 
. .\ 
,_ 
/ 
These volunteers serve as a 
peer alternative to birth control 
counseling.' If a student chooses 
to speak with another student 
about birth control rather than· 
Mrs. ·Blackman, the student can 
make an appointment with one 
of these student counselors and 
at the same' time make' an 
appointment with t_he doctor. As 
well as Mrs, Blackman the 
infirmary has nother r{ u rs e· 
clini~ian, Mrs. Martha Webiter .. 
Mrs. Webster is presently in 
training in 'Syracuse· and 
working part-time at the' hea"lth 
center. Next semester she shall 
be working fulltime' alongside 
Mrs. Blackman. 
Robin Weston and Carol 
Silver, · two of the original 
volunteers, have only good 
, w·ords for the Ithaca Coll~ge 
Health Center. They and the 
other memlers of the volunteer 
staff would Like all students to 
feel welcome to visit them ai: 
any time for i.ny reason,' even ·{f 
it's ju~t to ch~t for an hour or 
so. 
- .•. ·-
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•"'• .· Bail Flllld PeDding in 
I.C. SttiOent Congress 
By JJarbara Sh_eldon 
"It's ridicuious," saicl Kenny 
May, the President of IC Student 
Congress ih reference to the -new 
drug laws : instituted in . New 
York State, at. the Congress's 
first meeting of the year, 
Tuesday _ _night in the Union 
ccifeteria. · 
The new laws are expected to 
result in increased student drug 
arrests. For this reason more 
students than ever before may 
be seeking legal advice in the 
·coming months. In anticipation 
of this situation, the Congress 
has been working on setting up a 
bail fund for IC students in 
cooperation with the Ithaca 
College Crisis Center. 
The possibility of a bail fund 
was the main point of discussion 
at the Student Congress meeting. 
The funi will be kept in cash in 
a safe on campus. Students will 
have the phone number of the 
round-the-clock Crisis Center 
which ltas legal aid referral 
services available to : the IC 
student. 
Kenny May 
collection of tlie listening library 
the recordings of three lectures 
that were given at Cornell 
University this fall. Dave 
Leiman, a student of Ithaca 
College, has attended .this series 
of three lectures, and obtained 
per mission· from Cornell 
University to tape these lectures 
for the purposes described 
above. Theses lectures explain 
the drug law, the penalties of the 
law, and ways to escape the 
enforcement of these penalties. 
NEW LIGHTS 
Andy Telsky, chairman of the 
Committee, announced that 
there are lights being installed in 
S lot on the lower campus by 
. the Garden apartments. Also, 
due to the number of rapes 
reported by students hitching up 
the hill, Andy is considering the 
e.stablishment of a frei1 shuttle 
service up the hill to ease the 
situation. There are 720 students 
living off-campus this year, and a 
great number of them are 
female, not to mention the. 
travel up and down the hill by 
students living on campus. 
Bill - Jaffe discussed a new 
committee to be in complete 
functioning ability by 1975 to 
be known as the Faculty 
Student Course Evaluation 
Committee. This committee 
shall comprehensively examine 
and evaluate courses and faculty. 
Their g01l is to compile a 
booklet which shall list all 
courses with their readings, the 
writing requirements, an! - an 
honest evaluation of the 
professor. 
Theatre Troupe 
in Europe· 
continued Jrom page 1 
Hancock Colleg~ at Santa Mana, 
Cal., Oklahoma City University, 
Purdue, University of Southern 
Mississippi and University of 
Wisconsin at Madison. This 
marks the second succ~ssive year 
· in which the local institution has 
been invited by the USO-A TA. 
Last year an Ithaca group played 
successfully at bases in the 
Northeast Command. 
As on their previous tour, 
professional equipment will be 
kept lo a minimum - 500 
. pounds, to be exact. All must be 
shipped m foot locker-size boxes 
which are being constructt!d in 
the theatre shop. 
Following the prescribed 
format, the touring company is 
scheduled to produce a musical 
comedy, one of the offerings of 
the 1973 Summer Repertory 
Company, but with .a new cast. 
This is "The Apple Tree" by 
Jerry Boch and Sheldon 
Harnick. Dlfected by Dr. Brown, 
it 1s based on "The Diary of 
Adam and Eve" by Mark Twain 
and "Passionella;' by Jules 
Feiffer. The other feature is a 
variety show of songs, skits and 
dances, entitled "Anything Goes 
- But Hold the Mayo!". 
Personals 
FOR SALE 
Wanted To Buy 
AptsFor Renl 
ROOMMATES 
WANTED 
llelp Wankd 
LOST AND FOUND 
RIDES WANTED 
ithaca1 
I 
Also as a part of the reaction 
against the new drug law, Andy 
Telsky, the chairman of the 
Community Health and Safety 
Committee, would like to 
organize the colleges in New 
York State to oppose the law, 
and has entertained the idea of 
organizing a student lobbying 
group to travel to Albany to 
voice their disapproval of the 
law. 
It would .also be in the 
interest of the Ithaca Coltege 
student to note that when and if 
they are ever stopped or 
questioned by a member of the 
Safety Division on campus; the 
student has the right to have a 
·member of the Crisis Center 
preserit while questioning is 
carried on. 
The spirit that is hoped to 
develop in Student Congress this 
year is one of increased student 
activity and concern. As a part 
of this development, Cindy 
Miller, Vice-President of Campus 
Affairs, is working on the 
possibility of ad hoc 
committees. As Student 
Congress is now \rganized, all 
members of com1a.·•tees must 
also be representatives of 
Student Congress. In the coming 
year, when the established 
committees are too busy to cope 
with an immediate issue or event 
ad hoc committees will be 
organized. These committees 
will be composed of any Ithaca 
College student interested in 
pa rt icipating to relieve the 
pr_essure situation. 
The tour company invites the 
public to attend a special I 
preview of the musical and 
variety show at 8: I 5 p.m. 
Thursday and Friday, Sept. 20 
and 21, in the Main Theatre of 
Dillingham Center on the Ithaca 
College campus. There is no 
admission charge, and no tickets 
are required. 
"Very few people are worth 
NEW LAW? - YES 
For those students who are 
still no_t familiar with the law as 
it now stands, by next week 
there <>hall be filed in · the 
Don Senderowitz, the Vice 
Pres.ident of Business Affairs, 
announced that Student 
Congress has been given $84,000 
to work with for their budget 
for the school year. All IC clubs 
should submit their proposed 
budget by October mnth. 
quoting". 
Eloise Blanpied 
IC Journalism instructor 
-----------· 
Ten J.C. Students Gain Summer 
Political Experience • in Capital 
the scene of a number of 
seminars with lesser Washington 
political figures, while the 
"interns!' were able to talk in 
forums with such work-famous 
politicians as Averill Harriman 
Amid the vub·a.1 smog of this and . William Ruckelh-aus, In 
summer's "Watergate Affair", addition, the interns were abJe· 
ten Ithaca College . students t o attend t al k s an d 
pan.icipated in what proved to question-and-answer forums 
be..a. unique learning eXP!!rie·nce. with -Senators Edward Kennedy 
Under. the watchful eyes of (D-Mass.); Lowell Wercku 
P.oli"fics Professor Martin (R-Conn.); Strom Thurwind 
Brounstein, and recent lthaca (R-S.C.); and Birch Bayh 
College graduate John Biermann, (D-lnd.). Occasion-s to hear other 
the second episode of the Ithaca government officials such as 
G-e-Ilege Washington Intern Secretary of Agriculture Earl 
Program took place in June and Butz were readily available. 
July, and proved to be a huge Living in Washington, D.C. 
success. proved to be a stimulating· 
The requirements for the 0 xperience-for students used to 
program are few. One need only small- town life such as Ithaca's·, 
show · the school's Politics and even for students from large 
Qepartment tha_t he holds a basic cities. Being a small but integral 
iilea _ and -interest in politics. part of the "Washington Scene" 
Se!=C?nd, o_ne must seek - and gives one insight not available 
im;fttlge-in' meaningful, full-time anywhere else in the world. 
work whJle iri Washington. Despite' the heavy work loads, 
Ithaca College's 1973 crop of each student was able to enjoy 
Washington intern's included his choice of entertainment,' 
r~>litics sen_iors I:eggy Wilson and·. whether it be Indian c~isine, the 
~qlin Kresock, Juniors Mary National Gallery . of Art, a 
~9rwin, Cindy .-Daniels, Dave concert, of the Watergate 
_(;onroy, Dave Rosenburg, Abby Hearings. 
N.as'h, Marjorie Liburd and The ".Watergate Affair", was 
Soph·omores Mai;y· Levine and the general theme of the 
Mark Sperling.· _· - ---- W a-shington studies. The 
All students lived ta&ether in question of our present 
However, the·student interns felt 
they did not each a level of 
political knowledge necessary to 
.make concrete judgments or 
prophecies on the scandal. 
The Ithaca College 
Washington Intern Program 
should be recommended to any 
interested student. The program, 
the interns feel, ranks among the 
most worthwhile experiences 
offered at Ithaca College. 
Student Jobs vttried, each 
~ludent seeking employment to 
his liking, while the small size of 
the group fac11itated the transfer 
of ideas and experiences. 
Four students were involvcd 
with the Institute for Policy 
Studies, a concern well-known 
for its high Caliber in polit1cal 
research. There, research 
projects and excursions on 
topics such as the Central 
Intelligence Agency; Watergate; 
regulation of various new, 
media; and legal defense of the 
indigent were completed. 
Five students were able to 
secure positions on Capitol II ill 
a s "(' on gr es s 10 n a I Sum m c r 
Interns." These five lthacans 
were cm ployed hy Rep. Robert 
McKucw (R-N.Y.); Rep. Charles 
Rangel ( D-N .Y .); Rep. Glenn 
Anderson (D-Ca.); Rep. Charles 
Chamberlain (R-M1ch.), nd 
Rep. Benjamin Rosenthal 
(D-N.Y.). Besides walking in the 
office of-these Congressmen and 
scrutinizing the actual 
functioning of Congressional 
off ice, these students were 
involved in research projects 
ranging from Fair Trade Pricing 
a George Washington University government's ability to perform 
Fraternity house, close to the was present in daily assignments, 
Legislation to the Burke-Hartke 
Trade Proposal. One student 
worked for the Narional Student 
Lobby.to the Burke-Hartke 
Trade Proposal. One student 
worked for the National Student 
Centerof Washington. This was speeches,· and seminars. Lobby . 
..:.:-··2::d_ .. - ~·-- . __ c-_---~--------- ----
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Ed1rorial Difference is in the Mirid, ,-: 
Colleges today are unfortunately being tre·atec'' 
too much as institutions. Administration tends 
to act as if it is a business, the staff like a job, 
and students a learning procedure to be endur-
ed ("if there were no classes, college would_ be 
great"). There is even a semblance of the inst-
itutional "hands-off" policy, as each group 
keeps an amiable but safe distance from each 
other. Even within the different "groupings" 
there is an inordinate amount of separation. 
There is this inner concept, an ingrained feeling, 
that somehow, this person, or that one, is diff-
erent from ourself. Invisible barriers of exclu-
s10n develop. 
But 1s anyone really different, or is all diff-
erence in the mind? T~er~ is the female c?nd-
ition and the male conditidn, but transcending 
both of these is the human condition. We are 
all human, we all eat the same w~y, drink the 
same way, and feel the same mernment._ Yet 
we all too often do not _consciously recognize • 
this fact, we do not treat each other with t_he 
care and consideration of a human. There 1s 
this separation in the mind, saying I am what 
matter~ primanly, and ~thcrs secondarily_. . 
[low many I.C. slumbers have been ruined by 
one such person pbymg IO deciblc boogie at 
midnight"/ Where 1s the consideration'? One 
stereo at that time of the day can bring ple-
asure to one or two, and insomnia to a hun-
dred. One of the great "phenomena" of sci-
ence is the amazing capacity of sound to travel. 
A good juke in a quad or terrace or tower, 
does not affect merely one room, one wing or 
even one dorm, but can even empty out upon 
several buildings. Just a little thought would 
preserve innummerable sleeps. 
We ·sleep together, eat together, study to-
gether, but how much do we actually live to-
gether? We talk of a family of man. Just 
what does that mean? It is not just a term to 
group all humans, it is a concise guideli;e for 
living. This college is not just a "community" 
but moreover a family. The meaning of bro-
ther and sister has been so perverted in recent 
years, that new words are needed to be used 
with the original meanings. But until someone 
comes up with replacements, those terms must 
necessarily be used. 
How does brother treat sister? Is a brother 
for fighting or helping? A sister for insult or 
compassion? 
At various times, all of us have surely felt 
hke the "exception", felt there was something 
unique to us that justified special treatment. 
Are there an true differences be ween us or 
are these distinctions mere creations of our . 
self-serving minds? It is when y,e start getting 
hung up in these self-conceived differences that 
we separate ourselv~s from each other, make . 
ourselves distinct. Sure there are differences ·m 
each of us due to the circumstances and ex-
periences ~f our lives, but it is one thing to 
deal with each other from our commonalities. 
The former is the basis for isolation and sepa-
ration, the latter, for togetherness and "brother-
hood". 
Whitever the people of this college choose to 
be injividually· we will be collectively. W~ can 
choose and are choosing, to be a commumty a 
family, or just a bunch of peopl_e liv~g in the 
same place. It starts at the basic umt, the per-
son, and builds into the greater whole. 
Whatever the choice is, it is not to be found 
outside. It does not lie in any of the college's 
buildings, it does not lie in your room, it. d~es 
not come frbm the air. It comes from w1thm, 
and nowhere else. There is no use searching 
outside, for it all lies within. Go inside your-
self and bring it out for all of us to see and 
gai~ by. True, each of us is just one small 
part, but that puts us on equal terms with ev-
eryone else. 
foreign study 
COMMENT 
Studying 11/Jroad, er, Overseas 
f t f . e a month. More rats; all or seven y- 1v 
comfortable apartments like I.C.'s Garden t • l I , . 
for Apartmentsare available at greater expense, yet 
Monday night there was a meeting some students prefer to save on room an~ ~oard 
prospective foreign study students in the ~est for short trips in and around Great Bntain. A 
bakony of the Terrace dining hall. I walked in_to round trip flight from London to Paris cost~ about 
the meeting as an intercsti:d student quite S30.00. Food has been called both ex pensive and 
unprepared to function as a ~ewspaper rep~r~~:· inexpensive. Students should allow for ab<:>ut 
The meeting v,a~ already spilt 1n! 0 gr?ups . S?S.OO a m h and count on a meatless diet, 
Ithaca College in London and Schiller_ College _in except maybe ..,nce a week. It is_not uncomn:ion to 
Paris, Madrid, Heidelberg, and I Berhn. nAgs t~~ sec an unplucked chicken hanging for sale in the 
interested student. I took my Pace am~ . butcher's shop. There are- many Indian and 
London group. Two students w_ho ere veteran}.o{d Pakistani restaurants to add spice to life. I was told 
IC in London answered questions from the ie . that London is different from the rest of England. 
,· ,;,,ish I had their n.ime~. 'They_ were ho~h v_cr~ London is a very cosmopolitan city' and 1?.ore 
helplul. Thank you! Some ~I •. the fads an people from foreign lands 1,ive there than Bntis~. 
attitudes I could gather follow here. . . b The city is a beautiful gateway to Europe. It IS 
th Atlantic 1s best Y . · b e The initial trip across e b cleaner than any American city ecause mor 
· I · l'nc· BOAC ecause 1 • regular commerc1a air 1 s, . · • . people care and litter less. 
f fl off schedule 1 hat expense . . . d"ff' It charter f11ght~.u ten Y · . : .• h same' Getting work in Great Britain 1s very 1 1cu as 
d . d . I London tu1t10n 1st e · . k ·t Th is up tu the 111 1v1 ua · he college the British are reluctant to give wor perm1 s. e 
·is I(' tu1t10n in Ithaca, New York.'. d t· man I talked to had held a coupleofjobs. Herehe 
<l.oe~ n.ol provide room and boa rd for it~ st ~ 1~n ds was paid under the table at a rate of 87 cents an 
. I t d'. ·ourage an American is an d t· d 
ab road. m a1n Y O is<.: . 'bl f ,hour to start. It is best to have a stea Y s 1pen 
within the ..:1ty, and lo make it possbl e1_ or from home. A student with no visible means of k Londoners y 1vrng . f 
~tudcnls lo gel lo now . 5 00 support who has been m the country or more arn on" them. llou-;ing, is typically 'S? · . pier/than thirty days and will remain for more than 
"" 1·1· l o e part1cu ar . 
month for a three man a· n II three months can be taken under the care of 
student\, IIJl was thirty minutes from th e _co 1.ege England's National Health.which provides free .. l I Th· heat went on al our . by '"tube (su 1wJy · e medical attention (allergy shots for instance). 
p.m. and stayed on all night: the rest of the time There are not so many bicrcles or hitchikers in 
he wore a coat. He had no relrigeratur. and he had1 London because auto traffic is con ested and the 
black 
COMMENT American Political Hypocrisy 
By Reggie Simmons 
Amem;an politkal thought as 1t applies to black 
people in this country 1s a he and blatantly 
hypocritical. White America embraces Am_encan 
political thought. Thus white Amenc~ _cons_1sts of 
poht1cal hypocrits who are_ living a poht1cal _he. . 
One aspect of the pohl1cal thought ot white 
/\merka is a hchd in the prk1plcs propagatea by 
the Founding Fathers The men who gave l~1rth t_o 
A mencJ hold J most honorable place 111 this 
nat 1ons·s history. In the Declaration of 
Independence Thomas Jefferson wrote. "Wh~never 
Jny form of government becomes destructive of 
these ends. 1t is the right of the people to alter ?.r 
to abolish it and to institute a new government . 
11 was also Jefferson who said that the _tree of 
t,berty must be watered period1call~ with tl~e 
blood of tyrants. And don"t forget Patrick Henry s 
"give me liberty or give me death'". These men 
pre;iched violent revolution. 
Now let us take a look at modern bla~k 
revolutionaries. They preached and are still 
preaching the same things ad~oc~ted by the 
founding fathers. The rhetoric 1s the ~ame. 
'"Brothers, the prke is death. reall~. Th~ pm:e t~ 
make othels respect your human nghts ts death. 
That was Malcolm X'! The Founding Fathers were 
revolutionaries and white America views them as 
heroes. The same white America sees blac~ 
revolutionaries as insane racist hatemongers. This 
is political hypocrisy. 
Forgive me if I have given you the impression 
that I admire the Founding Fathers, because I. do 
not. They also were political hypocrits. They 
wrote and spoke intensely on liberty and freedom. 
They went to war for liberty and freedom. 
However, a great number of these supposed 
freedom fighters owned slaves. There is no way 
one can truly profess to believe in liberty and 
freedom and be a slaveowner. 
Is America really the "home of the free"? When 
these glorious words were written my people were 
slaves. There is no political truth in a country that 
claims to be the "home of the free" and at the 
same time enslaves an entire race of people. 
Even today black people in this country are still 
denied true freedom. You white folks who are 
continuously putting forth the argument. "well 
look how far black people have gone", just shut 
up. The chains have been removed but the 
oppression is still here. Its workings have merely 
grown in sophistication and technique. 
"Liberty and justice for all?" Be for real. 
Lynching is not justice. Nor is a church being 
bombed. killing four little black girls. A black 
person chained to the poverty of a ghetto is a very 
poor example of the liberty that every American is 
supposed to enjoy. The application of this liberty , 
and justice to black people- has been a gross failure. 
American political thought em,ompasses such 
ideals as liberty. freedom. justice. and. the like. But 
the political behavior of white America towards 
black people has never reflected these ideals. Wake · 
up white America and check out -your political 
absurdity! 
mass transportation systems are cheap a 
efficient. People cue for the tube, and nobo 
pushes. A monthly tube pass will save money 
used most every day. Outside the city, bicycli 
and hitching are more frequent. 
,One girl told me that she kept her expenses 
the same level in London as it costs her to 11 
here, plus the price of air· pa~~age across t 
Atlantic. That is a very relatjve measure, and Id· 
not quiz her on what specific luxuries she a ffor 
herself at home. It merits mention here that man 
British students put themselves through college 
a much smaller budget than most Ithaca stud en 
will have to worry out. At the meepng ti 
overwhelming, and contagious attitude toward ti 
Ithaca London Program, was that it was wor 
what ever ex pens~ and discomfort or th 
experience. Most of those who have been once sa 
they inten-d to return after graduation. 
Theoretically, any course _not offered by-I. 
London can be taken for credit at other Londo 
colleges at no extra charge to the student. This 
more difficult than it sounds because 
discrepancies in their time schedules. More specif 
and up to date information will be available fro 
Claire Allen (campus director of foreign studie 
when she returns from I.C. London early 1 
October. Until then, plenty of printed matter 
available at her office in· the Muller Facult 
Center. The above are merely the impressions o 
one enti:usiastic student observer of one branch o 
the program. For those who missed the Mon'da. 
meeting who would like to study in London, Pan 
Madrid, Heidelberg, or Berlin it seems worthwhil 
to visit the foreign studies office and ask a fe1 
questions. 
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:OMMENT The Eleventh Plague 
By Eric Ian Seftel 
1at great sin have we 
mitted?, What horrible 
gression against the gods 
we perpetrated? Why has 
anger been so aroused? 
e here at Ithaca College are 
ictims of one of the most 
sed plagues to ever smite 
farth. The ten plagues 
d on the Egyptians by 
vah Himself are miniscule in 
anson. E.urope, plunged 
the depths of abomination 
1e Black Death, suffered but 
a trifling of what we have been 
made to endure. 
Some of you may be asking at 
this point, "What does he speak 
of? We know of no pestilence 
being wrought on our fair 
lyclum!" To these people I say, 
the time for futile denile of the 
problem has come and gone. We 
must screw down our courage, 
admit that we are in the middle 
, of a grave crisis and try to 
discover the place where we 
wandered off the path of 
righteousness and into the forest 
of iniquity. 
Of ail the punishments at the 
gods disposal, I find it 
appropriate that they should 
afflict us with Flies. The very 
word inciting a spasm of nausea 
in the pit of ou:i;.stomaches. The 
Fly. Once only a minor 
annoyance, now a major threat 
to our physical and (even more 
so) our mental well being. They 
are everywhere. In the banquet 
rooms, in the sacred halls of 
learning, even in the living and 
sleeping chambers. They are 
everywhere. Through all aspects 
of our daily lives they are there 
to torment us, to remind us of 
our misdeeds. And once again 
what of these acts? Let us try to 
examine the reasons for our 
current affliction. 
Seeking an answer, 
consulted with one the Elders 
who I hoped would provide one 
to our dire problem. I shall tell 
you of his admonition. 
The First Elder told me why 
he feels we have been smitten. 
He believes it is because of our 
lack of sacrifices. The Aged One 
recomended an immediate 
offering of three fetal pigs, one 
bushel of unripe avacadoes, 
broken 34 inch baseball bat and 
a copy of the Cleveland 
telphone directory. These things 
must be brought to the union 
quad by a virginal bowling 
instructor dressed in ancient 
Chinese garb with a bottle of 
English Leather colo nge poured 
; over her shaved head. These 
· offerings must then· be burned 
under a partial eclipse of the 
moon with the ashes being 
scattered over a 1963 Rambler 
American. 
That is the solution, accept it 
or not. The one person who 
knows the truth has told us what 
to do. If we do not heed this 
advice, as sure as the sun will rise 
tomorrow, we will inevitably 
face a most horrible death at the 
wings of those monsters. The 
call to arms must go up at once. 
All strong young men and 
women must take a rolled 
newspaper in one hand, a can of 
Raid in the other, and advance 
mercilessly into the enemy 
camp. This war will be fought on 
all fronts. Anyone found 
smuggling Flies out of the city 
or consorting with any member 
of the enemy forces will be 
punished without mercy and 
irregardless of his or her rank m 
the Students Troops Involved m 
Fighting Flies, or STIFF We 
(when I say "we" I am speakmg 
of the STIFF !ugh command 
with me as Supreme Army 
Potentate, or SAP) will not stop 
the struggle until each and every 
one of those detested creatures 
has been eradicated from our 
' campus. Even if it means my 
sending all of our forces to their 
death, I will feel it was worth it 
if we can but rid ourselves of 
one tenth of the beasts. 
In closing I would like to 
, reiterate my battle cry. After the 
sacrifice has been conducted we 
must immediately take up 
0
our 
weapons for this Divine Struggle. 
Never again can we permit 
ourselves to slide mto the abyss 
of 1rreverance. WE must be 
constantly vigilant so that in the 
future we can keep free of the 
temptations that the natural 
flesh is heir to. So, my fnends, 
arouse your spirits m this gallant 
struggle. Do not falter! We must 
go on to overcome the enemy! 
1-lail the gallJnt fighters' Damn 
the accursed Flies! ONWARD 
AND UPWARD TO VIC!ORY' 
spiritual 
COMMENT A Peaceful M-an 
Hy Eleanor Cresson 
1s not often in life that one meets someone 
makes an immediate impression of being 
y unique, but that is the mark of a great man. 
Thursday I went to my C.1.1.S. class on Dea_th 
wing only that we were to have a special 
ker from India named Dr. Kashik, and from 
morrent I saw him I knew he was an 
•ptional man. . 
was struck by his calm manner and quiet 
assurance; he didn't hurry into his !alk, but 
sat for a few minutes collecting his thoughts, 
savoring the silence of the moment, and wh_en 
did finally begin to speak, it was slowly, with 
ir of having carefully considered the matter. 
e spoke to us about the connection between 
·epting the inevitability of death and finding 
· ning in life. In situations where there as fear of 
something, that fear may often hinder yresent 
action; one who is afraid of losing \us hfe may 
spend so much time worrying that he ne~er has _a 
chance to r-.ally live. Once the inevitable 1s 
accepted, e.g. "I'm going to flunk the test," the 
anxiety disappears and the situation can be dealt 
with fnllv 
Dr. Kashik pointed out that too often 
expectations, memories, or illusions color our 
perceptions, with a consequent loss of the reality 
and enjoyment of the circumstances. To forget 
what has happened b_e.f.ore and concentrate only 
on accepting the '·Here and Now" for what it is, to 
just "let it flow," is not easy, but must be done in 
order to see tnings as they are. Not that total 
forgetfullness is good. We need our ml!mories to 
function properly in a very fast-movmg and 
complex world. Memories bring much happiness 
and a depth or added awareness to our lives. Yet 
when the past blocks o,ur perception of reality, 
when we erect our ,illusions before honestly 
looking at a situation, it becomes a hindrance 
rather than an advantage. 
\ Dr. Kashik said at this point one should forget 
the old ideas and let them drop, the past 1s over 
and done with, and should not hinder l he present. 
To appreciate every moment m and of itself 1, the 
way to live life to its fullest. The p,1st and futun: 
become irrelevant. time 1s meaningles, . .ind a state 
of utter peace exists 
During the entire time Dr. Kash1k was talking 1 
was not only fascinated by what he WJs saying, 
but also aware ofan incredible sense of tr.rnquility 
about him. His hands were folded in front of him 
during the whole tal,k, and he didn't fidget or 
stutter. Every word he said was precise and perfect 
m itself, like a pearl on a string of pearls. 1-lis eyes 
were very gentle and kind, and the peace in them 
were reflected in the beauty of hi hands. 
At the end of the class I gave him a note simply 
expressing my awe and delight at havmg met 111111, 
and I left class with a deep feeling of happmess 
and tranquility. This was a man who had found 
peace and ha ppmess; lus lite was a life of JOY, and 
in a world as troubled as ours it 1s a rare 
occurence. 
By R. Hood 
he Autobiography of a Brown 
uffalo, · Oscar Zeta Acosta, 
traight Arrow, 199 pp., $3.50. 
being top of his high school 
class, first chair clarinet, and 
in love with a girl who's 
step-father threatens to 
divorce her mother if she 
(daughter) sees that no-good 
wetback nigger again while 
driving from Frisco to 
Ketchum, Neb., picking up a 
sweet-faced hitch-hiker 
named Karin, daughter of a 
wealthy corn farmer, who 
feeds him peyote guacamole. 
When the. Brown ·Buffalo first 
the neck. Tell me who told 
you to put those papers there 
or you can just stand there, if 
you can. 
psychiatrist plays the duema, 
asking psychiatric conscience 
questions at crucial moments 
he realizes that this is II S 
Thompson and he should be 
expected to speak Ill such a 
quaint, rough-hewn affectation 
I'm glad this book was 
ublished for several reasons. l) 
gives a previous and different 
iew of Dr. Gonzo (his own) 
nd, though less extensively, of 
· oul Duke, a view as slanted, 
_teresting, · and different as 
ell's Angels; The Strange and 
errible Saga of the Outlay 
otor.cycle Gangs by Hunter S 
hompson. 2) It is written with , 
fair hand, as well as any 
edium grade, medium intensity 
ovel, thus offering an all . too 
rely preferable alternate to 
leming Susanne. 
OLUNTARY ACTION ,CENTER 
I • learned to put newspapers m 
the seat of his trousers as 
protection against his father's 
spanking, that same father, 
The Captain, stood Oscar on 
· a high ' 4X4 with a rope 
inerconnecting the ·beam and 
olun·tary Action Center-Tompkins- County is a service available 
the Ithaca College community for information and counseling 
out. and referral to volunteer positions in all volunteer-using 
man services. organizations in the county. The Center's prime 
rpose is to heip the vqlunteer find the most appropriate and 
tisfyiJ!g volunte~r position in terms of his skills and ineerests. 
e center also services volunteer-using organizations to 
blicize.. their programs and recruit to fill their voJunteer needs. 
e Center is open for phone calls or drop-in visits from 9 :00 am 
l.:P.lf pm, Monday through ·saturday. It welcomes both 
divid~als and members of groups to work on community 
ojects. 
--_ ~~-4&:J«lll=·~-..... .,,. -, .. ·~ 
.·c 
Acosta was Chicam .. 
Frisco attorney beset by ants 
in !:}is belly and snakes in the 
head. He takes down his bar 
certificate and le?lves his 
psychiatrist to drive away, 
destination: none. His 
journey is -kept under 
ectoplasmic surveilance as his 
in Acosta's childhood 
memories. The Brown 
Buffalo reminisces about 
aggressive manner that appears 
to some by-standers to have the 
early warning signals of a fight. 
But when the reader finds out 
that King raises Dobermans and 
collects all kinds of guns, as well 
as writing about llell's Angels, 
One of the most interestmg 
sequences occur., Ill a Roc~y 
Mountain bar. Acosta meets two 
men. a Miller and a King. They 
arc waitmg for a friend who 
works for the ClA and smuggles 
contra band on the side. Acosta 
and King trade Mexican jokes 
and other racial slurs m a very 
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ITHACA COUEGE SPEC/Al 
ALL PARTS and ACCESSORIES 
10% OFF 
(Through Sept. 1.9 w_ith this ad) 
Right next to Cornell 414 College Ave. 
71ff:- j1J.'{J.l~ 111 Ii ( 1j}., (-~~,1.1lL= l1l1l!l,1· 272-1010, 
. _There is _an· ad-~mpai~ now 'light. This is true. He-· is very . ·. . . . ,. : ·. . . .. · . - : 
with the slogan - Who~ Guru .. 1-..:ft"t light b 'ghte th .. This experience, · these .-four 
• . . - uu511 · , fi r an ten h • ~ - · h ;. u · a MaharaJ J1?". People are· now : th d ,. It . h- t 1ngs, · :ate. ·· at ,1s · ca e 
. ousan suns . is w en one , 'K . 1 d.. ,,. K · · 1 d .. f beginrung to ask just that; "Who· focuses th" Light tu 11 no-w e ge ,:_ now-~-. ge o 
· G M ha · J'?" S h · on is ' ac a Y God 1s uru. a_ ~J 1· ow ois sees this Light, that' •. . - ·· -- . ::.))~-: 
Guru MaJaraJ Ji. . _ . understanding comes. First one Light, Music, Nectar, W~~-
Some people feel he 1s God 1~ s e e s L i g h t and then These ari: ~e names we· give 
a_ flesh ~ody. Yet Guru Maha?,J understanding comes. these things. They are 
11 explains to t~ese people, _I. So since we have the visual -n·omenclature, symbols, 
am n,~t God. !h~s Knowledge ts sense, there is Light. And ·since -adjec~ives for the real thing. 
God. And th1S 1s why dev?t~:5 we have the aural sense, there is First you must have Knowledge 
often say that Guru Ma~araJ J11s rMusic, "celestial harmony". of God, experience Him, and 
greater than. God. He 1s greater People, saints, who have heard then when you descril>e Him, 
than God for he showed us God, ·angels singing have been you will need words .. So these 
he let us meet our Father listening to this rn~sic. For taste, are words used to describe ~-
"face-to-face". God does not and smell there is Nectar But words are useless, really, 1f 
reveal Himself to us, for He is "living V:aters" or "divin~ one wants to know God. There 
such a higher "vibration" than m O 1 3 s s e 5 , , • ' S O many is no talk involved in knowing 
man .. He needs someone on descriptions, yet only the one God .. There _is the only the 
man's level to perform the experience. And for the sense of expenence of 1t. And then, after 
service. He needs Satguru. touch, or feel, there is the Word the experience of it, not before 
"Sat'' mea s "True" or f th d n of Pod, the Holy Name. o course, come e wor s. 
"Truth", "gu" means "dark", 
"ru" means "light". True Now there are m~ny groups of 
Dispeller of Darkness, Revealer ?eople wh~ feel this Holy Name 
of Light. To dispel ouraarkness, 18 _many diffe~ent names. Hare 
our illusions we need to know Knshna, Yahwe, Om, Ram, God, 
the Light o; Truth we need to so many different- words. Yet 
know God. If we t~m on a light a~tuall~ these words are just 
in our rooms, darkness goes v~brahons, our vocal .chords 
away. Similarly, if we tum on Vibrate and form words. S~ wh_at 
I. ht · th 1 t f th m·nd allows our vocal chords to_ vibrate, 1g m e c ose s o e 1 , h t . h b · · d' l 
' darkness cannot stay. w_ 3 1~ t e asic, pnmor 13 
This is a very direct analogy. v~bra~ion t-hat all oth~r 
For when we talk of the Light of vibrah~ns ~ome . from? For 
God, we do not mean it in the everytbmg m th~s wo~ld,. all 
' sense of "understanding".- We ~aH~r, e~erything,. is _Just 
mean Light in its primary Vlbrati_on. . Different vibrations, 
meaning, actual, visual, but ~1brat10ns nonetheless. So 
experienceable Light. It has been what is th~t tha; makes ~hem all 
said countless times God is able to vibrate. That is Holy 
' Name, that is word of God. 
13TH-18TH CENTURY MUSIC 
1 In the Alley 
( 114 W GREEN ST !THACA, N.Y 
- OPEN DAILY o.t 3 
e FREE POPCORN 
~ -~~, 
•~" HAPPY HOUR 
Music from the -13th to 18th centuries will be performed at Ithaca 
College's Walter Ford Hall Tuesday evening, Sept. 25. The 8: 15 p.m. 
recital, open to· the public free of charge, will be given by Peter and 
Elizabeth Hedrick, playing recorders, shawms and oboe, and Mary 
Ann Covert on Harpsichord and percussion, with the assistance of 
Lucille Baker, soprano, and Julie Ann Vertrees, viola da ga,nba. 
The first group of pieces are by anonymo\Js composers: three 
13th-century dances which have been edited and arr_anged by Peter 
Hedrick, two Italian dances·of the 14th century and an English· 
Alleluia from the 15th century'. Instrumentation asforshawms 
(historical predecessor of the~·oboe), sopranino recorder (an early 
flute) and percussion, which involves modern instruments, but of the 
kind based on those shown in medieval .piintings. · All of these 
instruments have experiences athose shown in medieval paintings. 
All of these inst~uments have experienced a revival of popularity 
since the turn of the century after nearly 200 years of obscurity, and 
the_ volume of avaalable published music originally- written, partic-
ularly for recorder, is large. 
4t SUPERB STEREO 
a guN. JAZZ NITf witk e,diu1t tteA~ied 
a M.ON. BOOZE 'N BLUES ekieag~ ~tu·u r,\\t:ioit 
a TUES. SOUR HOUR pitekeu _ ~~ AIHl/LA $2r<'" >l\~t 
a WED. LONElY HEARTS CLUB Bf:;g;EE~L\~!ri 
!VE!ll!( I/NY COVE!( 
amous brand cotton top$ 
nd body suits for iuniocJ 
reg. to 14.00 ~,mnnsAD- 5.90 
Beautiful tops reminiscent of the flapper em 
and body suits, destined to be high fashion 
in your sportswear wardrobe. Long ard short 
sleeve styles in pretty prints and solid colors. 
Variou!> styles in jmlior sizes, 5-13. 
C'onr in and see our new fall collection of 
jeans am slacks with the new wide leg styl-
ing. All your favorite fabrics: seersucker, 
twills, corduroys and denims. With fe!:.'lllar. 
hip hugger or hi-rise w<lists. All new fall 
colois in juniof sizes, 5-15. 
9.00 to 12.00 
( t'';" '• 
Mrs. Baker will be vocal soloist in two arias: 'The-Sheep May Safely 
Graze" from J. S. Bach's Birthday Cantata and "Hush, Ye Pretty 
Warbling Quire" from·G. F. Handel's opera "Acis and Galatea." 
Other works to be perfo·rmed are Trio Sonata in A Minor b·y G. P. 
Telemann, a contemporary of Bach and prolific composer. for_ the 
recorder, Sonata in G Major by Willem de Fesch;-~Dutch writer of the 
18th c.,vntury, and Sonata in F Major by J. B. Loeillet, who .in 
· addition t_o composing, was one of the first promotors of concerts 1n 
18th-century London.• · 
-···i ''Genius is OiJdhood 
recalled at will. ., - ... : ~ 
United States Committee . 
. for Unicef. 
331 East 38th Street 
New York, N'. Y. 10016 
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By Glenn Farkel 
Leonard Cohen - Live Songs -Columbia Records 
Leonard Cohen is back again with a collection 
of new and previously recorded songs called, 
appropriately enough, Live Songs. Of the ten 
songs included on the disc, nine were recorded 
at various European sites ,while the tenth was 
recorded in "a room in Tennessee". Cohen uses 
occassional humor (of the dry variety) and 
complex imagery to penetrate to the listener's 
deepest feelings. 
Perhaps best known in the States for his 
poetry and. the contempory folk classic Suzanne, 
Cohen displays a wide range of talents moving 
from a gospelesque "Passing Through" to the 
thought-provoking Nancy to the funk-v Tonight 
Will Be Fine. In -many ways Passing Through 
·is· the highlight of the album. Cohen traces the 
history of man (a la Neil Diamond) ~s Adam ~~ 
laments upon his eviction from Eden, "I'm an 
orphan now ·and I'm only passing through". As 
Cohen goes on to show, Adam is not the only 
one "passing through". 
The only questionable effort on the whole 
album is the fourteen minute sermonette, Please 
Don't Pass Me By. While his point is well 
taken (everybody needs somebody sometime), 
he tries to drive it home a little too vigorously. 
Instrumentally, the album is very tight. Using 
only the bare essentials and open arrangements, 
the supporting artists compliment the effor.ts of 
·Mr. Cohen most effectively. 
For the contempory folk freak, this album is 
a must. For those of you· who may not be 
quite sure where your musical head is at, invite 
Leonard Cohen and his friends into your room 
for an experience you'll long remember. 
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Home 
Style 
Cooking 
BY MOM 
Since school work seems to be piling up already 
for you kids, I've decided to use this space this 
week to pass. on s9me real time-saving quickies. I 
realize that you are all capable of putting a TV 
dinner in thy oven, but somehow I don't find that 
very reassuring. With all the beer, coke and other 
garbage you find yourselves shovelling down your 
throats, you should at least attempt to get' a 
nourishing dinner under your belts. So, again this 
week we'll be discussing main dishes. 
Taking into account the price of meat right 
now, I've developed a couple of meatless dishes 
that are quite appetizing. I've found that the 
macaroni and cheese variety of Tuna Helper is a 
veritable goldmine as a base for many recipes. 
This first recipe uses the macaroni and cheese 
base and combines it with both a green and yellow 
vegetable. 
CORNY NOODLES AND BEANS 
I pk. Tuna Helper, with macaroni and_ cheese sauce 
I 5 I /2 oz. can French style green beans 
I 5 ½ oz. can Sweet corn 
3 ½ cups hot water 
Empty contents of mac and cheese mix into a 
9" square pan or a 2 qt. casserole. Drain 
vegetables, then add them. and cover the entire 
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mixture with the water. Cover (If using pan, use 
tin foil) and bake at 400 for 25 minutes. Uncover 
and continue baking 15 minutes more. 
This dish will •,t.:!\ I! four rr assive appetites for 
just under one dollar. 
Summer and zuchinni squash seem to be on sale 
in almost all the markets this week. It's probably 
the last of the crop, so here's a creole type of 
recipe to help you take advantage of the low 
prices. 
SQUASH BAKE 
4 lg. Summer or Zuchinni Squash (or 2 of each) 
2 lg. Tomatoes 
2 lg. Green Peppers 
I 6 oz. can Tomato Juice 
2 TBS Onion Flakes or minces Onion. 
Seasonings to your particular taste. 
Wash and slice squash very thinly and place it in 
a 2 qt. casserole dish. Dice (large pieces) tomatoes 
and peppers and add to the squash. Add seasonings 
.and toss all the ingredients lightly. Pour tomato 
juice evenly over mixture. Bake in a preheated 375 
degree oven for 45 minutes or until squash is 
tender. This will depend greatly on how thinly the 
squash was sliced. 
This will serve three as a main course or six as a 
side dish. Not only will it cost less than $1.50, but 
it is very low in calories, for all my figure 
conscious friends. 
Ever tried baking in a frying pan? Read this 
column next week to find out how. 
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Swi11ging On _Campus To_A Different Beat 
FAMOUS HANNEFORD CIRCUS, TH-1.S SATU·RD·.~ 
The Hanneford Circus, which 
is coming on Saturday 
September 22. 1973, appears to 
have surpassed even its most 
impressiye past editions with the 
I is t o f t h ri II i n g f ea t u res 
incorporated in its new 1973 
edition. The circus, which 
exhibits exclusively m sports 
arenas and coliseums. will show 
at the Ben Light Gym. The event 
is being sponsored hy SAB and 
there will be two shows one at 
2 :00 pm and again at 8 :00 pm. 
Tickets will be on sale 
downtown and at the ticket 
booth in Egbert Union starting 
next week. They range in prke 
from $1.00 for children under 
14, S2.00 for students and 
faculty with I.D. and $3.00 for 
adults. 
The key-note of this year's 
oroduction 1s fast-paced. action 
simultaneously, each on his own 
IC-KEY .. 
USIC STORE 
20 I S. Tioga St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
272,8262 
Hocum in one of the most 
breath-taking stanzas in the 
performance. 
Among other feature acts are 
Macias, from Mexico City, who 
startles at1,diences by balancing 
the entire weight of his body on 
his forefinger; Dina Terdick, 
from Australia, a 
nineteen-year-old aerialist -who 
swings high overhead suspended .. 
only by her teeth; the hilariously 
funny Tony Fossett, England's 
favorite, tramp comic on the 
boundin~ rope; the Olympians, 
whirlwind tumblers and 
acrobats'? the glamorous Tajana, 
graceful and lovely trapeze star; 
l. h e R o. b e r t s , 
do u b le-soinersaulting on the 
tram~oline; and a host of others. 
Two new production 
spectaculars are introduced this· 
year. "A Psychedelic Happening 
at the Circus" represents a . 
or 
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the Hungarian State· Circus in 
Budapest. 
Other fascinating features in 
the 1973 show -include' the 
Hann eford Performing 
elephants; a troupe of 
fast-moving boxer do~ that ·ptay 
a hilarious game ~f basketq_~ll; a 
• throughout the tw9 hour 
performance, which is presented 
in three rings · and a surrounding 
day-glow dream and introduces a 
chorus of really lovely girls in a 
svnchronized aerial performance 
high in the air. "Alice's Birthday 
Party in Wonderland" is easily 
the largest and most ambitious -
spectacle ever undertaken by 
Hanneford Circus. It peoples the 
entire arena with a glitterin_g!y 
garbed array of beautiful girls, 
handsome men, exotic animals, 
fascinating floats and all the 
familiar figures, from the 
Sheshire Cat and the Mad Hatte; hippodrome track. __ In- one 
to Tweedledee and Tweedledum.: · display a total of five different · 
Returning by popular demand 
will be the famous Original 
Hanneford Family -Bareback 
Riding Act, with its eight riders 
and six beautiful Percheron and 
Apaloosas horses. Rated as the 
worls's most classic circus act 
and featured . countless times in' 
movies and on network TV, the . 
act features Tommy Hanneford, 
"The Riding Fool", and· Peter 
Haubner, guest riding star from 
• • I. . • 
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acts perform simultaneously 
- across the arena. At other times 
a single feature act is pin-pointed,. 
by the spotligli'ts in the center 
ring to permit the audience fo . 
concentrate on . its excellence.·: 
The show flows smoothly from 
start to . finish with no w.aits , 
stall_s or inte~upti~ns. ' 
One thrilling new .. display in 
the show pjts two male aerialists · 
in direct competition to outd 
each other_ in daring. P~rfonnin 
black leopard that rides atop a 
elephant; a group of slapstk 
nlowns and a host of others. 
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Cornell University 
1973·1974 Winter 
son -will offer. five 
uction~. with four plays in 
Willard Straight Theatre and 
nee concert, scheduled from 
ober through early May. 
he producing arm of 
nell's Department of Theatre 
will present Theatre of the 
urd in Harold Pinter's OLD 
ES; the· human· element in 
ory. with an · American . 
iere of a new German play, 
RY STUART, by Wolfgang 
esheimer; a ringing attack 
nst the subjection of women 
one of the first "Woman's 
' plays ever written, Henrik 
n's A DOLL HOUSE; and an 
ient classic, OEDIPUS, 
ted in Nero's time by 
--- --
cca for Roman tastes, and 
pted from -Seneca for a 
nt Peter Brook production 
ngland by Ted Hughes. The 
son will close with 
formances by the Cornell 
ce Group. 
ason -tickets are available 
at the Theatre Business 
ice, lower floor of Willard 
ight Hall. Call 256-5165 
veen 12:00 and 5:00 for 
rmation. Single admission 
efs will be available throught 
year, prior to each 
production: Discounts are given 
to students for . both Season 
Tickets and single admissibn 
-tickets. A discount is also 
available to senior citizens on 
single admission tickets for 
Thursday and Sunday, evening 
through the year. Subscribers 
receive the theatre newsletter, 
giving information about each 
play, as well as other theatre 
activities of the Theatre Arts 
Depar.tment. Non-subscribers 
may receive ·the newsletter by 
sending a written request to the 
Theatre Business Office. 
~ Several Studio productions 
are scheduled for the year, 
though they will not be offered 
as a regular series. Tickets will be 
available to the public on 
announced sale dates. Three 
faculty-directed plays are set, 
with several student-directed 
productions 'to be announced at 
a later date. In mid-October, a 
Black Theatre. producti<;>n will 
offer Edgar White's THE LIFE 
AND TIMES OF J.WALTER 
SMINTHINS. In November, the 
exciting new drama by Paul 
Zindel, THE EFFECT OF ' 
GAMMA RAYS ON 
MAN-1-N-THE-MOON 
MARIGOLDS will be given. In 
March, a contemporary com-edy 
still to be selected will be 
offered. 
WICB TO HOST DISTRICT ATTORNEY 
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ere? MOVIE 'MEATBALL' SPICEY ... BUT SAD 
"I go cuz l got nothin else to do." 
·an anonymous middle-age man outside of "Meatball" 
By Stephen H. Swartz 
I was 15 years old when I went to my first 
"dirty" movie. That was back irt the days when 
there was no rating system and 'if the theater 
management had no pretensions to preserving the 
moral maidenhood of their youthful patrons-you 
got in. My friend and I got a ride over to the film 
with his parents. "This ~ wrong-letting them go 
to this movie," th~ mother protested. "Oh, go 
on," said the father, "they got to be men some 
day." . 
The audience from the earlier showing of 
• Meatball" files out-flashing nervous smiles and 
flipping up hoods and collars well before they're 
out in the night air. No stereotyped dirty movie 
audience here: Among the lone middle-aged men 
and groups of college dudes are couples, both 
young and old. 
Embarassed giggles serve as pre-show music. 
Some people overcompensate for their 
embarassment by yel!;mg at the projectionist or by 
making snide remarks about dirty films. "Who 
needs this shit;' a dude shouts and his friends 
laugh heartily. ' 
Older men, the ones by themselves, ·sit 
huddleded, their coats around them, and, as the 
lights dim and the screen glows with the banner 
"Prevue of Coming Attractions," they are seen 
gazing ahead intently. They are taking this 
seriously. · 
"Meatball" is the catalyst that has brought us all 
together. for the first 15 minutes the film seems 
unique: could it be that we are viewing-the first 
real, unadulterated Jewish porno flick? Harry 
Reams as Dr. Sch mock bears an amazing 
re?emblance to Harpo Marx; and' he is skillful 
enough in his comic timing to make some 
half-witty lines seem actually funny. "This is one 
small step for man," Schmock says referring to a 
hamburger preparation he has concocted, "one 
giant step for chopped meat." 
Well, you know that "Meatball" didn't get its 
X-rating because of some mad scientist schtick; 
Schmock's nurse, Helen Bed (played by Miss 
Single Low-that must be her real name-who in 
their right mind would change their name to that} 
hasn't been around all the time delivering straight 
lines for nothing. (Her acting ability is not beyond 
comparison: Single emotes with that rare and 
elusive quality of a turnip in heat.) 
So, after a little while ·of beating around :he 
bush, that bush is attacked and defoliated for the 
remainder of the of the film. Suffice it to say that 
I had no idea the human body contained that 
. many cavities-yet I didn't come away with that 
certain glow of one who has been educated or 
enlightened. Nor do I think that sixty minutes of 
oral sex is all that stimulating. Tongue in cheek all 
the way, the director's keen probing of lutherto 
unexplored are.as has a numbing rather than an 
arousing effect. 
There are no intelligent reasons to go see 
"Meatball" Unless you've got an oral fetish you 
won't be aroused; unless you 're satisfied by IS 
minutes of zaniness, you won't be amused; and, 
most importantly of all, unless you "got nothing 
else to do," you won't feel that your tune hasn't 
been wasted. It had been a ling time since I'd been 
to a dirty movie; and I had forgotten how sad and 
stupid they really were. 
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY IS DISCUSSED 
Cornell Astronomical Society President Louis Yurek will be featured 
on WlCB's "Sunday Night" 1his week. Speaking with Charles Kavett, 
Mr. Yurek will explain what the society is and what it attempts to 
accomplish on the Cornell Cam pus. "Sunday Night_" is a 
presentation of the WICB News and Public Affairs· Department and 
is heard each Sunday evening at six over WICB AM/FM. 
Since the revised New York State drug Jaws went into effect on 
September first, many questions have arisen in the peoples' minds 
about the penalties for possession or selling of drugs. WICB AM/FM's 
Public Service and News· Departments will attempt to answer some 
of these questions ·through a three-week informational campaign to 
-:W.:eS.Iesidents about the drug legislation. 
IC JUANITA 
After last week's devastating 48-2 win over William Patterson, the 
Ithaca College Bombers will travel to Juanita hoping to extend their 
perfect record. Be listening at I :20 Saturday afternoon, as Tom 
Pipines and the WICB Sportsteam bring you complete action of all 
I.C. games. Also be listening for "Inside Line" Thursday evening at 9 
as Tom Pipines talks with the players and audience about this week's On Monday, September 24th, at 9 PM on WICB-FM, (91.7), 
Tompkins, County District Attorney William Sullivan will answer 
questions "posed to him by lqcal print and electronic media. This 
· half-hour discussion will include a wide range of topics concerning 
the new laws. This sme program will be rebroadcast over WICB-AM, 
· (61 on the IC campus, also CABLE TV FM 106 for Cornell & 
.downtown residents) on Tuesday, September 25th at 9 pm. During 
.. the subsequent weeks, programs will ·feature discussions amongst 
students on the drug laws and another with Ithaca College ~nd 
Cornell students and administrators. 
, 
- CLASS ATT~NDANCE-HOLY DAYS 
Although the College is not affiliated with any specific religious, 
denomination it encourages and supports religious organizations and 
attmties on ~ampus through the offices of the College chaplains. 
With specific regard to religious holidays, the College catalog on pag_e 
30 states: . 
RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS 
The-, College does 'not cancel classes which may fall on religious 
holidays~ Students who wish.to be absent on these days are expected 
to utilize their allowable unexcused absences for this purpose. Since, 
.:however, students cannot easily use these if exams or tes!s are 
scheduled on religious holidays, it is expected that faculty will not 
-hold examinations on such days. 
'. Iri accordance with this policy, Ithaca College will not cancel classes 
" : ,ori-.-,Rosh Hashanah (September 27 and 28, 1973), Yo'm Kippur 
: · ·.-, icfcfober ii:· 1973): or ~assover (April 7-14, 1974 ). As stated above, 
·-: .. -;:it _is· expect~d that 'teilchers·wm not hold examinations on these d_ays 
··-:-:an'd. that' nonatteridaitce on these da'}ts will not weigh against 
··-·-students seeking to observe.these Jewish 11:olidays. 
game. RECOLLECTIONS 
If you're into music from the fifties and s1~t1es, WICB Rad10 has the 
program for you. "Recollections" with host Jeff Gill is Ithaca's only 
themeatic oldies program and is heard each Sunday at IO PM on 
WICB-FM, and WICB-AM, MUSIC 61 . 
Volleyball Orientation , 
There will be an Orientation Meeting for all rntere~ted c,and1dates for 
the Women's Volleyball Team on Sept. 20th at 8 :-00 I .M. m P-5 of 
. the Phys. Ed. Bldg. All women_ arc inv_ited to attend. Anyone who 
cannot attend should see Miss Rich - office 23 
"'IF" 
THETA ALPHA PHI will present "IF" with Malcolm MacDowell 
and Pink Finger, (Pink Panther Cartoon), Saturday, September 2 2, 
1973 at 7 :00 an~d 9: 15 in the Main Theatre of the Dillingham Center 
for the Performing Arts. 
Admission $.75 
SYRACUSE SYMPHONY ROCK ENSEMBLE 
The Syracuse Symphony Rock Ensemble will be the first of a senes 
of guest attractions, to appear at the Ithaca-College School of Music 
this season. They will give a concert in Walter Ford Hall at 8: 15 p.m. 
Friday, Oct. 5. 
Comprised of ten musicians who play rn the Syracuse Symphony, 
most of them first desk players, the Ensemble is led by Calvin 
Custer .• To the standard Rock instrumentation of electric guitar, 
electric bass, electric piano and drums, the Rock Ensemble adds 
instruments such as French horn, piccolo trumpet, English horn, 
oboe and tympani. Custer is also associate conductor·of the Syracuse 
Symphony. 
SPEc;IAb---
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The Ithacan's 
- ORAL ROBBER;S INTERVIEW 
"We Rob from the Verbose, and Give to the Weak of Mi~d" 
I always wanted to be an artist. 
At the age of 16 I drew a 
likeness of Lincoln and It won 
"Best Bowl of Fruit by a Young 
Master" at a competition in 
Central Park. 
I've recently gotten into 
hathayoga really heavily. My 
favorite flavour is strawberry; 
plain is o.k. if you add a little 
honey. 
... 
Sex is like a pickle. It can sour 
on you. 
MINI • TALENT STEPHEN SWARTZ 
WRITES FLABBY LOVE STORY 
By Louanne Dove 
When Leah Fackos, Features Editor of The 
Ithacan approached me with the assignment to 
interview Steve Swartz, I had no idea what kind of 
a person I would be facing. The little I knew about 
Swartz I had garnered from graffiti off the walls of 
the Ladies Room in the Union. After talking with 
Swartz for nearly two hours, I can safely conclude 
that it was he, himself, who scribbled those words 
celebrating his prowess that I had seen on said 
bathroom walls. 
ITH.: Can you tell our readers why we should 
be spending' time, money and paper on 
interviewing you? 
S.: Well, as long as you put it so nicely, sure. 
I've worked for 2 years on The Ithacan- running 
the gamut from features, to movie -reviews to 
picking up the pizza and the crearn ale. I've ~lso 
worked as a drive-in teller at a sperm bank; and, 
more recently, written a soap opera. 
ITH.: Have you ever been serious for more than 
'.! minutes at a time'? 
S.: Indeed, I have. I've been clocked at 3 
minutes, SS seconds; I've yet to break that elusive 
4 minute mark, though. 
ITH.: You say you've just written a soap opera. 
Were you being serious about that'? 
S.: Yes I was Louanne-at least to some extent. 
I have written a soap opera, but it's not as serious 
as the soaps we're used to seeing. It's got the same 
basic format, but it's about there that the 
similarity ends. 
ITH.: We see. 
S.: What's this "we"? Did some h~ly spirit just 
join us that only you can see? 
ITH.: That's a journalistic "we"; but you 
wouldn't know about that, of course. 
S.: Don't get too smug, Louanne. I was editing 
my own newspaper while you were still reading 
"Jack and Jill". 
ITH.: Funny you should mention that-I just· 
renewed my subscription. 
S.: Great. What sold you on it? Tke October 
fold-out they did on Rodney Allen Rippy? 
ITH.: Tell us some more about your soap 
opera? 
S.: Pleased to. It's called MY FAT HEART and 
it takes place in Harrysburg-in the state of 'mild 
despair. We've got a lot of talented people working 
for us-when I say us, I include Dave Povero, who 
is the director of the show. 
ITH.: How do you depict women on the show? 
Are they as dependent on men as they are on the 
regular soaps? • 
S.: Not at all. I picture my women as 'sensible 
independent sex objects. Some of the women o~ 
the show are Falatia Semolena, daughter of the 
richest man in town, Fulla Brush, the town floozy, 
and Justine Free, Chairwoman of The Tompkins 
County League of Nymphomaniac Voters. 
ITH.: How about the men? Domineeing and 
oversexed'! 
S.: Don't jump to conclusions. My men are 
domineering and undersexed:' None of them have 
mastered the ancient, revered .art of coitus 
interuptus. 
'.• 
ITH.: Sounds like there's a lot of room for 
development there. When does this fiasco go into 
production? · 
S.: We start rehearsal very soon; and with the 
grace of the good people over at TV*R, we may 
have our first show ready for airing within a 
month. 
· ITH.: Do you forsee any problems in. getting 
your show on the air-as far as censorship of your 
somewhat "racy" material is concerned? 
S.: Not at this point in time. 
ITH.: Thank you, Mr. Halderman. 
S.: I've given women hickeys in embarassing 
places for less than that, sister. 
ITH.: You are preoccupied with sex, aren't 
you? 
S.: The hell I am; but just for curiosity's 
sake-are you wearing pantyhose or the kind,that 
buckle at the top? 
ITH.: Your knowledge of women's wear is 
under-'flhelming. 
S.: That's not my fault. MY mother. never had 
"Cosmo" around the house. Ask me anything 
about bettering your home or garden, though. I'm 
a whiz at that. 
ITH.: Why don't we save · that for another 
interview. 
S.: Fine with me. 
ITH.: Good night, Mr. Swartz. 
S.: Whllt's your centrex? Just in case I get 
lonely some cold night. 
ITH.: I live off campus ... 
S.: No problem. 
ITH.: ... with my boyfriend. He teaches a 
personal defense class for ex-marines. 
S.: Good-night. 
., .. :,.,' ., •• - ¼ •. .i:.#_;.: ...... ~- .......... '. ·-~:i ),: .'.::.,.-,,·. .. ··~,,.ii.-
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TV Review 
T-h~ .N8w Bridget Loves 
Be·rnie Sh·ow 
By S.H. Swartz 
Most of t.v. 's new fare has already premiered 
s of this writing, but, as a service to those 
tudents who found themselves inundated with 
iomework and unable to catch all of the 
nitial outings, we continue with our smvey of 
he season's new offerings. 
"The New Bridget Loves Bernie Show" 
syndicated) one year ago, almost to the week, 
ve reviewed the original "Bridget Loves Bernie." 
1/e found it to be a warm ' witty show that 
ook great strides forward in advancing the 
ause of Judea-Catholic relationships. But not 
vcryone, unfortunately, shared our_ positive 
pinion-there were those in the Jewish and 
atholic COf!!IDUnity that took exception to the 
cpiction of people of their respective faiths as 
othing more than low stereotypes. --This 
cviewer thought those critics to be petty and 
umorless, but the producers, sensitive to any 
uch criticisms, took heed of the complaints 
nd changed the. whole format of the show. 
Most of last year's regulars are gone on "The 
cw Bridget (oves B_i:rrnie .. Show." And no 
wonder; for this year Hernie is a 
Qlinese-American and Bridget is part-Korean, 
part-Japanese. The essentials of the premise 
remain unchanged; Bridget and Bernie marry, 
much to the chagrin of the parents of both 
bride and groom, and take up residence in an 
apartment over Bernie's parents' Chop Suey 
Parlor. 
Jack Soo as Bernie's father and Sessue 
Haiakawya as Bridget's father are both, as usual, 
in top form; as is Nancy Kwan as Bridget's 
mother. For some unexplainable reason the 
prodt1cers decided to stick with David Birney 
as Bernie-Birney, an Irishman, was passable as 
a Jew, but he just doesn't make it as an 
Or!ental. Also diluted in the writing, a strong 
pomt· of last year's show. In only one show I 
counted a combined total of 36 jokes with 
Kung Fu or an egg roll involved in one respect 
or another. 
The robust flavour of chicken soup and 
catechismal wafers is gone in "The New Bridget 
Loves Bernie Show"; and, in its place, we are 
presented with watered-down wonton and stale 
fortune cookies. If we could have _had our say, 
we would have stuck with Column A. 
Heard On The Hill 
A BUSINESS/FINANCE ANALYSIS 
By Peter Burbank 
Last Thursday the Wells Fargo bank of San 
ancisco raised its prime rate to I 0% from 
~%. This was the 16th ¼ point increase of 
e year in this important credit area. Fargo's 
ove was followed Friday by other major banks, 
ost notably, by First National City Bank, the 
cond largest bank in- America. The prime rate 
the lowest interest rate due to a bank when 
dividuals, companies, or corporations borrow. 
iere is a severe credit crunch being felt in all 
dus_tries, which is adversely _ affecting -th:_~tock 
arket. Since there arc higher interest rates 
ere is less borrowing. This_ usually results in' 
ss investing in the market. Earlier in the week 
ere was some hope for lower interest rates 
·cause prices of bonds were rising, which 
rmally brings down interest rates, however, 
·s_ <?Ptim1sm was squelched Thursday. 
One positive influence on the market was the 
ecuritics and Exchange Commission's decision 
raise commission rates for brokers.· This 
1ove was -vastly needed in order to ease 
nancial pressure on Wall Street. More 
rokerage houses hav,e become bankrupt and 
one out of business while others have reported 
teady financial losses. This decision was not 
nly justified but long overdue: Every other 
dustry has been increasing prices and wages in 
rdeLto fight inflation. If this decision was 
nplemented last year there WQt!ld probably be 
. / 
less unemployment on the street. 
BEER SHORTAGE 
An article in the Wall Street Journal last 
week claimed that man}_'. breweries could not 
meet the demand for beer hops:- (Most, notably 
tlfo Anheuser-Busch, J os, Schilitz, and Pabst) 
brewing companies. This article claimed that 
the hot summer was the main reason, however, 
the great rise .in the popularity of beer, may be 
the main factor. The president of 
Anheuser-Busch sent Ithaca's Pi-Lambda Chi 
fraternity a letter of recommendation, after 
Saturday's football game, for increasing the 
beer shortage. The popularity of beer should 
increase in '73 and '74. This popularity woulli 
precipitate a drastic rise in beer prices and a 
possible rise in stock price. Word of mouth 
has it that John S_onenburg is stocking his 
refrigerator just to be on the safe side. 
STOCKS 
William Lehevre, head of research at J.P. 
Wines & Co. listed his stock recommendations 
in a recent Wall Street Joun:ial. Lehevre 
recommends, "Chrysler for speculative growth, 
and Union Carbide for yield and potential 
ca-pita! gain." ' 
In closing, it should be said that this column 
is not written by an expert, and questions or 
recommendations about the column are 
welcomed. 
"YOUR PROTECTION - OUR PROFESSION" 
BROKERS 
Rolwrt S., Boothroyd ----- ('lass of '::!4' 
Rol_>t·rt L. Boothroyd -- Class of '60' 
I knry G. K~·ysc:r ----('lass of '52' 
\\'itliam Flyn , ------ C'.L.U. 
~(ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
f)_.:_ ·, AGENCY, INC 
tlNSURAN'CE 
-:t!../'t .. • .. ~· - • -~ . . • -it.: ''We We/C"~J111e-·Ya.11r l11q_u~ry ·; 
:?\ :. .112 East Se11eC"~. ltl,aca. N. Y. 
);.,: . . ' . _, .:: .· 
. . • . . ...• ........ . ·--:.:.:.1· . . --.. v·~ 
.. 
'~ i.:-:.. ' -
Guide to 
---Great: 
Sandwiches 
· .. ,.d olll~~ tiUSTATOllV OEU&MTS 
14AL'$ DeLtc ... u:S.Sl!N 
I, S;.,,IIIWICW SHOPP£ 
115 ~l.h A.....,... S\,..•t 
ltMc.a, ,.._,York 111'50 
(607i 17:,-7765 
Drama Season 
A season of contrasts is in 
store for area playgoers when 
the Ithaca College Department 
of, Drama-Speech opens its 76th 
year pf theatre productions in 
October. 
Apr. 4 through 7, under the 
_ direction of Carolyn Gilbert, 
another Readers Theatre 
production called "The Poet's 1 , 
Eye" will take over the Arena. 
The show is a compilation of 
poetry by the modern writer 
Lawrence Ferlinghetti. Planned 
to be staged in a coffee house 
atmosphere, the entertainment 
will bring additional color to 
"The Beaux' Stratagem" by 
George Farquhar fills the Main 
stage Oct. 29-31 and Nov. I 
the season. 
and 4. Directed by James A company of upperclass Lauricella, witty dialogue, drama majors has been formed 
stylish acting, handsome 
costumes and scenery are the _ to study and perform a play 
lures of this famous Restoration to be chosen in the near future. 
comedy. The play will be a The group will tour nearby 
feature of Parent Weekend. cities in the production which 
Further variety is provided in will be directed, designed and 
William Glennon's fantasy acted by students, Apr,,· 12 to 
"Aladdin." This fast moving 16 arc the performance dates, 
play for children of all ages During this year of contrasts 
will have eight performances in the college dramatists will 
the Arena Theatre Dec. 5-9 and present a romantic story with 
; Dec. 13-15. Robert Bardwell a Western setting. "One 
will direct the cast, which Hundred Ten in the Shade" is 
the title of this tuneful work includes two genies, a princess, 
with music by Harvey Schmidt 
an evil magician, a dancing 
monkey and a host of colorful and lyrics hy Tom Jones, 
characters. co-authors of "The 
Adding to the diversity of the Fantasticks." Theta Alpha 
season is the production of Phi will stage the hit musical 
"And Miss Reardon Drinks a "One Hundred Ten" Apr. 30, 
Little" by Paul Zindel. J. Fred May 1-4 , with Bill Errigo 
Pritt will stage the directing. 
comedy-drama in the Arena Feb. Season tickets for these 
S through 10, 1974. Zindel is productions are now available 
also the author of the prize-wining at the theatre box office on 
also the author of the tlie Ithaca College campus. 
prize-winning "The Effect of Curtain time, unless otherwise 
Gamma Rays on noted, is 8: 1 S p.m. 
,Man-In-The~Moon Marigolds." In addition, a senes of plays 
"War and Peace" will be the 
production of Earl Mccarroll, 
who is noted for his 
directed by Drama-Speech 
seniors will be open to the 
public without chare•· 
Shakespeare offerings of throughout thr ., ear. 
previous seasons. Feb. 27, 28, Performances are usually given 
and Mar. 1-3 will see this famed ,on Tuesday at 4 and 8: l S p.m. 
work on the Main stage. 
Special arrangements have been 
made to use the APA script 
which made such a hit in New 
York. 
No tickets are needed for 
Green Room productions and 
admissi_on is limited only to 
the theatre capa.:ity. 
Newspapers, Magazines, ke cream, soft drinks 
groceries, Most brands of beer by the six-pack or case 
' open from 8:00 A.M. ti! 10:00 P.M. 7 days a week 
Rey11olds Variety-
Ithaca Shopping Ctr. 
Elmira Rd. 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
lpeei6/izing in 
Aili Smokei's Supplies 
Paperhound Books 
Pipe Repairs 
Magazines 
Newspapers 
N•kt To $fr6ntl Tlle6ter 
JII- E. Stt1le It. 
Come In And Get Acquainted 
/, 
,. I 
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RECORD 
REVIEW 
By Bill Henk 
Introducing a first Ip by Orleans, a new band 
out of -. But wait a minute here. What am 
I doing?! You know the story as well as I do .• 
Ithaca's own Boffolongo split in late 1971, and, 
after a short interim period, drummer Wells 
Kelly and bassist Larry Hoppen joined forces 
with studio guitanst John Hall, naming the 
resultant mix "Orleans". Providing a wealth of 
clubs and bars, open and receptive to new and 
local bands, Ithaca became a favorite playing 
spot for the new group. Students, not being 
ones to miss out when something special comes 
along, immediately took notice. The information 
passes quickly by word of mouth, and Orleans 
soon found itself with a large loca! following. 
The tno, realizing the advantages of an extra 
guitarist, soon added bassist Lance Hoppen, 
allowing brother Larry to concentrate on 2nd 
guitar and keyboards. It wasn't long vefore 
record companies began taking notice of this 
relatively unknown \\'.oodstock area band. 
Having said all that, you may well· be 
wondering (and with some justification) just 
how objective the following review could possibly 
be (How c_ould he possibly give .! favorite local 
band a bad review, right?). "Indeed, it is a 
question that deserves serious consideration. 
Certainly objectively is hard, no, near impossible, 
m a situation where one feels any degree of 
closeness to the subject to which one adresses 
his comments or criticism. But, one must also 
remain realistic. If l, as a reviewer, was to heap 
praise on a product of poor quality and you, as 
the consumer, were to consistently judge 
otherwise, my credibility as a reviewer would 
bear the brunt of your future skepticism. 
Besides, fals·e · enthusiasm-·is but a badly conceived 
front. It is hollow and rings not true. So no, 
there is no special treatment here. Orleans 
succeeds well enough on its own merits, thank 
you. 
Let me put it to you straight. This first 
album impresses· me in much the same way that 
other critics must have been impressed with the 
· first Byrds, Allman Brothers, J. Geils qr Steely 
Dan lps. You. know it's all there the first time 
·you listen to it. The guitar, the solid beat, the 
steady rhythm section, the sharply-honed 
harmonies-this band has it all. That doesn't 
I 
mean that each and every one of you should 
rush right,out and buy it, however. Far from 
it. The album could neither be classified hard 
rock, nor does it bear the dominance of blues 
or r t b influence that pervade the work of the 
Allman Brothers or the J. Geils band. Instead, -
the album is characterized by some of the best 
mello~ rock 'n roll I've heard in a Jong long 
time. ' 
The compositions contained within are all 
originals, most of them penned by John and 
Johanna Hall. lf-this--is- y-our- initial ·introduction - -
to the band, the most instantly recognizable 
tune will be Half Moon, originally written and 
arranged for Janis Joplin by John Hall. The 
song's sharp catchy choral lines are spiced by 
the band's knockout harmonies. Orleans 
exhibits a slight reggae influence on IF a 
song strongly reminisce~t to Paul Simo~'s 
Mother and Child Reunion. The musical 
highpoints of this record however, are far too 
numerous to detail in depth. I would, in fact, 
be extremely hardpressed just to name two or 
three personal favorites. 
First efforts by up-and-coming bands are 
~a:e_Iy as tight and consistently good as this 
m1tial effort by Orleans. The only fault that 
ov~rtly shows itself is a slight similarity that 
exists between two or three of the !p's songs. 
Other than that, we are left with one of the 
finest thoroughly listenable albums of I 973. 
Pick up on it. 
~ .. ,,i:. ~ 
:~ .~'-: ....... 
RECORDS REVIEW.ED HERE 
CARIIRAS •n THIRGS 
Mi·n ol 1a··~EMONSTRATION 
FRI., SEPT. 21 - 9-9 SAT., SEPT. 22 - 10-6 
Come 1n and meet the man from M,nolt,1 M1noll,1 repre~entat,ves w,11 be .ii 
our store ,ind w,11 be ple.i~ed to ,,n~wer .ill your que~t,on~ ,,nd demon~lr.ite 
.iny M,nolta product that ~parks your intere~I And every photographer, 
from novice to skilled professional 1s sure to find something of ,nterest 
Minolta manufactures a complete 1,ne,of the finest photographic produch 
F rorn ~1mple cartridge -load ,1ulom,1t1cs to the most advanced s1 nqle lens 
refleK modC'IS 
DEMO DAY SPECIALS * -2 DAYS ONLY! 
SRT 100 f2 ---- s1 7995 
SRTlOlfl.7 $21995 
SRT 102 fl.7 ____ $269·95 
H, M,11,c E w c,ne ____ "11995 
H, fv\,1t1c F w c,1\e s949s 
H, M,11,c /\ w c,nl' ______ "10995 
FREE MINOLTA STROBE' 
FREE MINOL l A STR06E 1 
FREE MINOLTA STROBE• 
* Limited 
·supply 
DU~ING DEMO OHL Y! 
All Minolta lenses in stock· 
30-40% OFF! 
-----+-------·----------- . ---- ----------
CARIERAS, •n THIRGS 
319 COLLEGE AVE ITHACA 
----·-- . - - ----- . 
,,, 
ARE AVAILABLE AT 
MIDTOWN RECORDS 
Of all things 
be most CAREFUL 
with LOVE 
F1RST BAPTIST 
in DeWitt Park 
Worship 11 a.m 
Open Friday Nights 'til 9 P.M. 
g'ftanlz'a!o1111ne~ ·s 
Altma!!,,&Green CBkD.r.d-J.fameJewe/erS B -. 
.._A. ~ehg giited slO/le. /44 s.glal11 gbeet •r..ACf).2-1810~ 
ltbaca. N•w York UE.,' 
nHAC'A 'S IJtClUSIVE 
AU'IHORIZDI K66PSA•£ DIAi.ER 
Expert Watch-lewelry Repairh1g 
Re_mountf~g-of Diamonds . 
\ 
ARE YOU 111/NG OF: · 
Making ctutains-New p~lows 
Covering a chair-Making a dress 
Covering up a wall-Perking up the kids' room? 
- _: ~--~:~. .~, 
- :.;f, 
Consider using a handblocked · ;: 
HcttJSE OF Sll-\U.\L.\R 
t-18 E. Statt' · 
Pakistani o~ Indian Spread. · . j \ '' 
These are 1 OOo/o Cotton and come .,_ · 
in many colo~.and. l!rilits. /~. . 
-. . . . .. ·'.'\-il 
273-7()39 
-tl,I College Ave Size 7.'.?, X 108 ... :·ss: 7.. 
90 x 108 ... : open 7 day~ 
. ·-,'t 
>~·-· -
... 
- ~:. ...:.:_:..:.__ 
Rel~ting. to. Grains 
· and Vegetables 
by Carl Mansdorf 
Hi Kitties ... How are you out there in College 
land? Seriously! Get ready for the "Kosmos" 
. (food Bus). I know' its hard ·to relate to grains and 
vegetables all the time but some of you have been 
out to the Kosmos lately and have been really 
diggin the food. What kind of food to eaf has been 
a topic of discussion for a long time and we at the 
Ithacan have decided to. supply you with some 
sound food advice as alternatives; For those of you 
who might like to try something different; a 
switch from the old routine. Maybe once or twice 
a week at first. After a few weeks that is all you 
will want to eat because these recipes are so tasty 
and filling and healthy. Makes you stronger, 
increases your durability and eliminates those 
heavy stomach • 
feelings you get 
·after eating 
that Saga shit. 
First, here's an equivalency comparison table: 
A. If eaten separately usable protein= toi 
½ cup-soybeans 5 oz. steak 
5 cups rice 9 oz. steak 
B. If eaten together 
½ cup soybeans and 18 oz. steak 
5 cups rice= 32% increase 
The reason for the increase is that when certain 
amino acids are combined certain prpteins 
produced are increased in effect; that is less of the 
protein is wasted due to "efficient respiration". 
The easiest thing in the world is to cook a pot 
of rice and soybeans. First you boil two cups of 
water and then throw in five or six fistsfulls of 
long grain or Chico San (organic) or sweet rice, 
and two or three fists _of soybeans. 
¼ cup soybeans or grits and (2½ cups rice) 
or 
½ cup soyflour or 6¼ oz. soy paste 
Cook for about 45 minutes at a low boiling 
temperature. You can cut in some carrots and a 
few mucshrooms whole after½ hour. 
One that I made just the other day was really 
fine. 
Pancake Special 
½ cup whole wheat 
½ cup soy flour (sifted) 
I cup milk (fat free) 
1 teaspoon salt (sea salt) 
I cup yogurt (any flavor) or sour cream 
3 eggs 
¾ cup honey 
(if available 2 table,spoons of yeast (bakers) though 
not necessary dissolved in the warm milk) · 
Preparation: mix wholewheat and soyflour in a 
bowl. Blend warm milk, yogurt, egg yellows, ¾ 
cup honey, cinammon, beat. Mix in flour slowly. 
Fold in egg whites after beating. -Pour on· to spit 
sizzling skillet, lightly oiled, brown, and eat! 
You 'II want to make them every morning. 
Takes about a half hour for three to find 
contentment. Increase accordingly. 
All of these ingredients may be purchased at 
the Natural food store on State Street or at Quarry 
dorm downstairs on Saturdays. If you put in an 
' order. Call the Real Food Co-op at 273-6497 and 
ask for Carie. 
Hope you dig it. Peace. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Second floor Landon, Sorry 
about that! 
WANTED: Good used Martin, 
Guild, or Glgson folk guitar. 
Dear Soccer Team, 
Good luck Saturday. See 
you at the party. 
Love, 
Mom 
Oear Jody, 
Happy birthday. 
-'i:~:11Famlly 
Versatile LEAD guitarist needed 
for well-established band. Call 
347-4773. 
··':i.:'-~·-. ,:._ .... - _ .. _ ........ .:. - ·-·· 
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Movies 
VISIONS OF EIGHT 
By Steve Swartz 
·, 
For years the official documentary film of 
the summer Olympics was filmed by an 
1 individual director from the home country. 
For the summer Olympiad of 1972, American 
producer David Wolper presented the West 
· Germans with the idea of having eight different 
directors, representative filmakers of different 
countries and ideologies, bring their talents 
together to compose the official Olympic film. 
· The idea was accepted and has been realized in 
"Visions' of Eight" ,the film currently playing at 
The Strand Theater. 
The Munich Olympics, for various reasons, 
was the most widely televised sporting event 
ever. To present a documentary of highlights 
would be red):!ndant; ABC and the BBC, to 
name only two, have already offered brilliant, 
straightforward reports. The visions of the 
eight, on the other hand, are highly personalized 
statements on different aspects of the games. 
All the aspects explored ,ire stamped indelibly 
with the respective directors' individual style. 
The most successful segments are the ones where 
the director lays back, controls his verve for the 
unusual, and allows the drama of the games to 
flow on through. 
Notable among ~he eight efforts are Kon 
Ichikawa's "The Fastest" and John Schlesinger's 
"The Longest". Ichikawa explores the 
concentratfon, the agony, the distortions of the 
fastest men in the world: those men competing 
in the finals of the 110 meter run. He slows 
down the dash to one-quarter- speed-
highlighting the facial distortions, the alternate 
flapping and straining of muscles as the men 
strive for the finish line. lchika wa said that his 
intent was to present the race as a metaphor for 
modern man; that's a little too ambitious 
considering his subject matter, but the segment 
stands out as a fascinating study of motion anJ 
grace-and the pain behind it. 
John Schlesinger presents the most completely 
developed segment: his view of marathon runner 
Ron Hill, as contrasted with the murder of the 
Israeli athletes. becomes an indictment of the 
philosophy behind the modern games. Film of 
Hill running over miles and miles of grey. 
Northern English landscape is interspersed with 
film of him competing in Munich, film from the 
airport after the bloody shoot-out that left a 
dozen men dead, and scenes of the gala that was 
the Munich sports stadium. The impersonality. 
the computer-like dedication that Hill brings to 
his race, are exploded by Schlesinger in a quiet 
remorseful manner. The race is Hill's life: he 
can't allow any emotions to come in to play; for 
fear that they might ruin his performance. 
Ron Hill loses the race; yet. even in defeat, 
the man remains controlled We are kft with 
the impression that he will bo on r 
the impression that he M'ill go on running. 
Visions of Eight 1s a kaleidoscopic view of the 
'72 Olympics .• Fascinating from many angles-
sociological, psychological, physical-the film is 
an amazing protrayal of men and women 
challenging greatness. Their successes, their 
failures, and the success and failure of the 
microcosm that was Munich, makes for one of 
the finest film documents in quite some time. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
WANTED: Used double bed. 
Call Dave, 272-6650. HELP WANTED: Greyhound 
Hounds East is seeking a student 
or students to work on their own 
selling tickets and -charters. If 
interested call or write: 
,Dear Pebbles, 
Happy birthday and may this 
year bring you only the best. I 
wish I could be with you physically 
but you know I'm there mentally. 
I feel like pleasing you more than 
before. To be living for you ls 
all that I want to do. Today I 
realize how much I'm In love 
with you. I'm so full of love, I 
could burst apart. It's taken so 
long to come true. Thank you 
for always being so understanding 
& for caring as much as you do. 
With all my love always, 
Buc:ket Bottom 
(alias Flat Top) 
FOR SALE: 1968 Olds Cutlass 
Convertible in good c:ondition. 
Contai;_t Gar. Apt. 29·3·1 
Ride wanted to Penn State & 
back any weekend. Call Betsy 
at x3632 or 273-9754. 
Ride wanted to S.U.N. v. 
Binghamton & back any weekend 
Betsy at 273-9754 or x3632. 
FOR SALE: Used Aria folk guitar 
In excellent condition. Contact 
Dave at Holmes 206 or call 3556. 
(-TURN LEFT L-EAVING ITHACA COLLEGE - 11/l MILESI 
Mr. Don Schwenk 
1465 Chester Ave 
Cleveland, Ohio 44113 
(216) 781-8335 
SATURDAY 
september.22 
SAB 
presents 
Massive Spectacle, 
"Cinderella at the Coronation Ball!" 
ELEPHANTS-WILD ANIMALS 
ADULTS ........ . 
CHILDREN A-r:l~ .. 
IC-students' 
(l.D.-faculty, stal.-. 
$3.00 
$1.00 
$2.00' 
.. ;,.•. - .-· - . ·: ,, ' . . ::.· ~. ··-::. _,.,_,., ., '. •;,, . · .... 
-· 
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SPORTS 
Decisive Victory 
Opens Season 
By Denny Kayser 
In the words of a famous man 
who sa1J that football is like a 
har room brawl; often the guy 
who gets the f1rst punch In, will 
be the wmner. Well, that wa5 the 
ca~e SaturJay afternoon on 
South 11111 F1elJ where the 
Bomber~ got the first punch in 
ant.I kept snow ballrng until a 
48-2 Jec1~1on wa~ reg1stereJ over 
the Will1am Patter~on P10neer~ in 
the I lJ 7 3 sea~on \ . football 
opener for both ball cluh~. 
The Pioneers outweighed I.C. 
up front but could not match 
tne Born bers. 4 u1ck ness and 
speeJ. Quarterbacks Teddy 
Creve~ ant.I Jerry Boye·~ led the 
W1~hbone offen~e with Tim 
N u rn m a n d Co-Capt a In Tom m y 
Bryant doing most of the 
damage. ·11rn111y ~coreJ twice, 
Bryant once, Fullback Dave 
Remick <1nce and Sophomore 
Boyl', once, on a beautiful run. 
Let.I by Jungle Jack Greene the 
1 n exp e rienceJ of fens1ve ' line 
repeatedly out-hit the bigger 
Patterson lrnernen. 
Patterson·, fate ~eerned to be 
doomed however when 
Sophomore defensive back Gary 
Bucci picked oft an errant pa,~ 
and r,11.:eJ 11110 the end ;.one for 
six. Momeni\ later, Wally 
(Scooter) (;iroux J1d the same 
ant.I Patterson never rc..:overed. 
Co-Capla1n Tony (;rosso did a 
~lalwarl Joh in leading the 
defense as the Big Blue 
repeateJly kept lhe visitors 111 
their own ternlory·. Ithaca's 
specialty teams also played a big 
fa ct or in l he ga m e w 1th Jun 1 or 
defensive back Gary R illcnburg 
coming up with the first punt 
block of lhc season. 
Next week the Bombers travel 
to Pennsylva ni,1 to m eel a gooJ 
Juniata te;im_ 
For you ~occer fan~. I.C. won 
its debut for its new coach 
Wilfred McCormack with·,; 
Jec1sive 3-1 v1story over lhe 
Orange of Syracuse Un1vers1ty 
Co-C;ipta111 Abby AIMuhail;in 
had a lil'ld day ~coring. three 
!!Oab w1lh Seni~r forward i\ndy 
Mason having. ohe of the ;1ss1sls. 
(' o -Ca p t.1 i 11 T o m 111 y B la n k d i d J 
good job in lhL' llL'ls, turning 
;iw,1y 15 shob. Transfer Bob 
~cCorm;.1ck Jlso looked !!OOd in 
a forward pos1t1on. The- hooters 
next game will he a ~ o'clock 
contest this S.1turd,1y ag.a1nst tht' 
11 o ha r t S I ;1 t e, 111 e 11 • ,1 w ,1 y . 
:_ ~ .. ~;.'' ....... .. ' .. _.·, .. .. .:•. , '• •• ,.., ,. , • ' "' •: '~ _ ' • ," ~l, I · .... :.... .: . -~ __ ........ 
BOMBERS SCORE 48 ~2 I• 
Skilled, Drilled, 
and Disciplined 
ByA.J. inner, Miss Kostrinsky Strousburg." 
W hjle most of us were I commented, "There is enough This tough schedule should 
enjoying the beautiful weather new potential at the forward line have the Lady lthacans well 
of the past two weeks, sixty to make the Joss of Leigh Buck Pre Pared for the state 
hardworking, talented girls have easier. The veteran players tournament, which lthaca won 
been vying for a place on the should also take up quite a bit of in 1972. Four of the seven 
Women's Varsity Field Hockey the slack." scheduled matches will include 
Team. Since this was the largest The biggest question seems to both teams. . 
turnout to date, it also presented ·be with the fullbacks. Two girls The strong forward line will 
Co;ich Doris Kostrinsky with a will have to be found to fill the be led by returning· players: 
large field of talent from which shoes of Pat Burgess and Pam Sally Scatton (Jr.), Margaret 
to choose. making the choices Schule. Miss Kostrinsky is 1 Davis (So.),, Teresa Maguire 
very difficult. extremely impressed with the (So.), Janice Kirkpatrick (Sr.), 
Of the twentv-nine member strength and depth of the Nancy Buttler (Sr.), and Colleen 
squ;id, sewnteeu" arc returning halfbacks and also the overall Murphy (So.). Adding strength 
players. When comparing the sharpness of her returning..,. to the forward line will be 
outlook for this year's team with players. When asked about her sophomores Sally Rogers and 
t h e h i g h I y s u 'c c es sf u I outlook for this year's team, Mary Shull. Also, freshmen Eve 
performance of last year's team, Miss Kostrinsky replied, "This "is Hamburger, Tina Klecha, and 
the tremendous loss of two the strongest team ever. Key Erica D'elia. Backing up , the 
starting fullbacks. a goalie, and individuals will be very forward line will be returning 
the right inner must be taken important for us. We should halfbacks: Liz Price (Jr.),Reba 
into consideration. There seems start where we left off last Nash (So.), Debb/~ Pool(Jr.), 
to he an adequate -1;~placemcnt season.-The team should be as and Sarah Montgomery (Sr.). 
at the-goalie posftjori', however, l.g<iod 'as last year, even though New players to the team at the 
in the person of Marj Jones. this will be the most competitive halfback position are Ellen 
When questioned as to the effect schedule we have ever faced, due Steege (So.), and freshmen 
of the loss of Leigh Buck at right to the addition of Ea5:t Nancy Sears, Sherry Jack, and 
t• \'"I,. 
Karen Root. The fullbacks 11·1 
be led by returning senior~- P 
Fabozzi, Cabby Bloss, and Te 
Palmer. Other return1 
fullbacks are: Georgia Allen(J 
and Carol Hubbel (So 
Freshmen Rhoda Soowal w 
help to strengthen the !_iillba 
position. The last line of defe 
will be held by returning goal 
Marj Jones (Jr.) and Bon 
Burgdorf (Sr.). Also playi 
goalie will be Leslie Colter (F 
and Sherry Steup (So.). · 
If you want to see f1 
hockey at its best come ·do 
and see a highly skilled-, · w 
drilled, disciplined team';:~, 1 
1973 Women's Field. Hllck 
Team, coached by Miss Do 
Kostrinsky, manageo.,·by Nan 
Bilodeau and Reba · B~njarn 
and patched up ~y trainer Tr< 
Rosa .. 
1973 Schedule: Sept. 27. 
Soccer Season Stans By Patty Berger 
Sti:ouspurg (H), Oct. 1, Corn 
(A),· Oct: 4, Cortland (H), 0 
9, Brockport (H), Oct. 
Springfield (A), Oct. 
Cortland (tentative) (A), 0 
23, Lockhaven (A), and the-st 
tournament, at Cortland, 
Oct. 26 & 27. GOODJ~U 
LADIES!! 
....... , 
SECOND Of THREE GOALS SCORED BY ABBY · . :__ 
.. ; 
th';;.~ 
,'- r~ 
·:.., 
~i..'..,.: 
.:\ .. 
. . . -~ 
With a new coach and highly 
enthusiastic players the IC 
soccer team is off to a good 
start.· Although coachMcCormick 
believes that the success- of the 
soccer team is dependent on the 
team as a whole, there are 
several standout players. Among 
the returning players are veteran 
high scorers. Abby A!Muhailan 
-- and Bob Keill. goalie Tom 
BI an k. and fullbacks Scott 
Hamilton and David Klienfelder. 
There are several new. players 
that add strength and depth to 
the team. The coach do-es not 
believe in making predictions 
about the performance of the 
team throughout the : season 
b'ecaus! he feels the team plays 
o i:i e g a m e a t a t i-m e. 
Togetherness is a very impor.tant · 
pai:t _gf this year's team·which as _ 
one of the reasons the team 
sh·ould play, succ.essful soccer. 
,, -·: ~ .. 
Ithaca soccer got off to 
good start Saturday with a 3-1 
victory over Syracuse U niversitv 
For the past two years Abb) 
AIM uhailan has been· high scorer 
and this year he is headed 'fro 
another good seaso" aft,· 
scoring three goals in Sa(urday·. 
game. Ithaca's first go,al WJ 
scored after 10 minutes 'of pla) 
and was assisted by Bob 
McCorm1ck. Shortly' after 
Syracuse scor.ed' a penalty kid 
to tie the score 1-1. :W-ith a 
minute left to play·-in the fin! 
half, Abby scored the: second 
goa}, Which W.as, , as·s}s'ted · b V 
forward Andy Mason:·T:iie thirj 
,goal_was scored. by,,Abby late·in 
the second half and' was assisted 
b Y Bobby K·e·iU. Syracuse's 
scoring as kept down by t·h~ 11 
saves made by.goalie TQ_mJHank. 
Coach McCormick seems-to·feel 
_that't_he players were a'gg~essive 
and hungry t~__play_. soccer;. . 
UPCOMING TOURNEY~ 
A orie . day Archery 
toumament · is set for Sept. 28". 
Interested studen_ts may s_ign up 
on the .. bulletin board outside the 
MIAA 9ffice any time before 
Sept. 2S. 
As it-has done in the past, the· 
MIAA .department will run a 
tennis Tourney later this month. 
This event is open to all 
students, grads, faculty and 
staff. Competition in both men's 
and women's singles, M.'s & W.'s 
doubles, and mixed doubles_ is 
scheduled. If interested, contact 
the MIAA office ... sol!letime 
before· the 27th, or call x3320. 
MIAA 
Cross Country 
Again, that time of year has 
come when Herb Broadwell & 
Co. take to the roads and 
pathways of the I.C. campus, 
dodging cars and baseballs in the 
process, with the annual MIAA 
Cross Country race. The 2½ mile 
adventure will be held on Oct. 
4th. All brave and interested 
students are invited to sign up 
outside the MJAA office. 
STORE 
·FRONT 
Notes from WICB 
PROBE RETURNS 
Christian Science and its implications w!ll be discussed with IC 
student "sill Fro·e_lich and "Probe" .. host,; 
Marty Nott, Sunday Morning at 10:30 on WICB AM/FM._ Pro_be 
each week presents a wide range .of features and d1scuss1ons 
concerning all spects of religion. 
FOUR SEASONS ON ONE OF A KIND 
'Irene Yellon's "One of a Kind" presents the Four Se~so_ns this_ 
Saturday at Io :30 PM on..,ICB FM. The half hour will include 
highlights, the music, and interesting background about the Four 
Seasons. 
ORGEL RETURNS 
WICB-FM will welcome Andy Orgel back to the air on Monday 
evening at nine p.m. Listen for Andy's return and the other WICB 
personalities for the popular contemporary sounds that you want to 
hear. Personality ICB. 
•.Ji! ~ti ~ii ,!lft -'15dfli.;1<}'.12,:-iHl'1dMt <idW· 
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If· you 're having problems 
with leaky faucets or lack of 
heat in your off campus home, 
_ there is an organization in 
downtown Ithaca called 
Storefront which deals with 
consumer and tenant problems. 
Storefro·nt is a project 
affiliated with the human affairs 
dept. at Cornell. Located at 141 
West State St., Storefront 
supplies information and 
assistance to the tenant, 
consumer and the unemployed. 
It has existed for three years 
with the help of Cornell students 
and two full time members 
Storefront works with the 
Welfare Rights Organization and 
Ithaca Tenants Union, an 
organization that grew in 
response to the overflow of 
people c·alling Storefront with 
landlord-tenant problems. 
-WE'RE HAVING OUR ANNUAl 
AUTUMN SALE 
NOW 
c 71{/-- ]J}j{J~ i'!/1 (•] l 
~JJllIE. 2u1..l!lt 
414 College Ave. 272-1010 
Right next to Cornell 
SCOREBOARD . ............ ----....... 
I -~----- I MINI-SOCCER MIAA · Competition in the women's I ,~11.b f'~tlt .YI.,. I Mini-Soccer league will start on • '-.l"ifAg __ •_ 1-'i--i~-~-i•_,1~C: I 
Div. I 
Sept. 27. Anyone interested in • 
participating may still sign up. I I 
em Bears 
K "A" 
0 0 
0 - 0 
0 0 
0 I 
0 - I 
0 I 
- , I 
I I 
ood Guys 
ambers 
omers 
limax 
3-on-3 BASKETBALL 
I 
I 
Div. 2 
Su perfecta 2 - 0 
l - 0 
l 0 
0 0 
0 - 0 
0 - 0 
I ..._ _______ .,,,,_ . 
The captain's meeting for this I I a"lliil..· . .-...·.aflliL· . .iK&,·~· • .r~;-a~·.•~•,.•K•;.•~•,••'li,••""'· 
special fall basketball program is .__. .. i~ ~ ':iffi ;f.<fJ •,/3.J .~~J· :i~i· ~:i •J:ft ~ft ~~l, . §:i 
Talcott Todds scheduled for Sept. 20th at 7:00 • • • • • • • • • • ·- ·-· ·- ·"'· · • · ..... · • · • in P-5 of the Athletic center. 
Pi Lambda Chi 
Mafadon°'a 
Rosters for this league-, ·entering · 
. its second season are available in 
A.L.S. the MIAA office. 
Gutter Rats 
ltftaca College Students_: 
-$11INlq night )IJ«NII·. 
Sarf dlld fllrf for $5.75 
· · Ch·ar-Pit . 
205 EJmjra Rd, Ithaca 
~ARN SALE 
WINTUK·POlnSTER 11t•11 )I 111 
P.O. SWE_A.~ER & ~FGHAN lli-11. n,. 55.~' 
ORLON RUG YARN Ae11 691: 
. EXCELLENT COLOR SELECTION 
WINTUK-100°0 ORLON P.c·q s~- 10 
BULKY WINTUK r:.~ ~1 :n 
··~--VANGUARD-100°0 CRESLAN·_Ac11 ggt .. ,.., 
··· . . ,: • MONO.AV~ SEPT,2~ thru SAT .. SEPT, 29 
Knit Nook 
IIOVRS·/0·5·:.W .\l<ill·Sar . 
113 ~- Aurora St. · 
, J.,·i· / 11:lltl ro f>:1111 '. 
:!73-%68· 
'• 
-·:; . 
. ·· . 
.... , .. =· 
OPEN HOUSE 
SUNDAY Sept 23rd 
N~O·ON 'TIL 5PM 
We would like to_ have you visit 
our new· store .at 378 Elmira Road 
··to see----arid hear stereo ,equipment 
. · to fit most· budgets · 
NO SALES-
Cash Register Will, Be loclced 
. . -
SEE SLIDES FROM PIONEER 
AND BAN.G /OLUFSEN. 
:·8,owse thru our.,.new~t stereo equi~ment 
.... our completely ~uipped s.ervice facility 
EERESHMENTS / ,.DOOR PRIZE 
I] 
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Bulllllas I Baar BJ15 
ONLY ON MONDAYS 
Roast Prime Ribs of :Beef 
All the Champa,gne you ca,n drink 
Steak Bl Grape 6.95 
ONLY ON TUESDAYS 
Generous l lb. Sirloin Stea,k 
All the Red Wine or Sangria you can drink 
BEEF and BG&ZE 6.95 · 
ONLY ON WEDNESDAYS 
Roa,st Prime :Ribs of :Beef 
All the Drinks you ca.n drink with Dinner 
llttuk & Spirits li.95 
ONLY ON THURSDAYS 
Generous l lb. Sirloin Steak 
All the Drinks you ca.n drink with .Dinner 
lobiter cl liquor 6.()0 
ONLY ON FRIDAYS 
Live Ma,ine .Lobster 
All the Drinks you c1n drink with Dinner 
Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. Res.: 272-6484 
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